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The Public Diplomacy of Emerging Powers: The Case of Turkey

By Ellen Huijgh and Jordan Warlick

ABSTRACT

This paper demonstrates that domestic socio-cultural historical developments, including politics, have always played a part in Turkey’s evolution as a re-emerging power on the world scene. Its “intermestic” (domestic-international related) feature comes to the foreground to such an extent that its public diplomacy whims can be traced back to deeper domestic hurdles. The ruling political elite and the Turkish government should think twice before further neglecting the intrinsic intermestic nature of the country’s public diplomacy; especially where human and civil rights are concerned and with a civil society increasingly objecting digitally to political suppression.

The paper introduces the complex historical developments within which Turkey’s current situation as an emerging power must be comprehended. It then explains the influence of domestic transformations, and democratization in particular, on the re-emergence of Turkey, and on its foreign policy narratives, with a focus on its public diplomacy. The Turkish government’s inconsistent and even old-fashioned authoritarian behavior in dealing with the country’s citizens is shown through a few examples. The typically intermestic nature of emerging powers’ public diplomacy narratives requires the realization that a strict line between abroad and at home is a relic of the past. It also implies an increased comprehensive and balanced approach between old and new, pro- and counter-narratives, and the dominant stories of governmental and public opinion.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

While Turkey has long been an important nation given its geographical location, its status as an emerging power is equally the result of the nation’s domestic developments.

Briefly, in 1923, only five years after the Ottoman Empire collapsed following WWI, Turkey was proclaimed a republic under the nationalist Kemal Ataturk. A number of reforms were made under Ataturk, including making primary education free and compulsory, giving women equal civil and political rights and, most notably, transforming Turkey into a secular nation-state. Yet he also ruled as a virtual dictator. Ataturk remained President for 15 years and, with only brief interludes, established the Republican People’s Party as the sole legal party. Ataturk ruled under a belief system that saw the West as Turkey’s future and path to prosperity, changed the alphabet from Arabic script to Latin, westernized traditional clothing, and instituted other cultural shifts.

The Democratic Party, established in 1946, defeated the Republican People’s Party in the elections of 1950, in which Adnan Menderes became Prime Minister. Under his new administration Turkey became a full member of NATO, and the Central Treaty Organization (with Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, and UK) was formed. Yet an
economic crisis in the late 1950s led to domestic unrest, resulting in government crackdowns including the jailing of journalists and the suppression of protests. Kemalist democratic principles were diverted. General Cemal Gursel organized a coup in May 1960, which resulted in the execution of Menderes and many other leaders for constitutional violations.2

The second Turkish Republic was established in 1961 with the signing of a new constitution. However, domestic and foreign strife continued into the 1970s: tension and violence with the separatist Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) often erupted in Kurdish regions of Turkey, and disputes with Greece over Cyprus were continuous. Those long-standing issues have continued to trouble Turkey and have contributed to negative perceptions of Turkish foreign policy. The electoral victory of The Islamist Welfare Party in 1995 and the nomination of its leader Necmettin Erkaban as Prime Minister marked the end of 75 years of secular government. The Party’s Islamist ruling style broke with Turkish norms, and thus Erkaban was forced to resign in June 1997.3 Aside from this brief diversion, secularism has defined Turkish political culture since Kemal Ataturk.

In 2002, the coalition government led by Bulent Ecevit was divided over making tough reforms necessary for European Union (EU) membership candidacy. The Justice and Development Party (AKP) ran on the platform of reform and Euro-Atlantic integration, and won by a wide margin, thus securing Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s position as Prime Minister.4 Since then the AKP has represented the largest political party in Turkey, and Erdogan’s power has gone nearly unchallenged, remaining either the nation’s Prime Minister or President since 2003. Under his leadership, Turkey has sought to match its economic growth, political stability, and overall domestic advancement with a rising position in the international system.

DOMESTIC TRANSFORMATION AND EMERGING POWER GROWTH

Since Turkey became an independent republic on October 29, 1923 the country has experienced a series of economic ups and downs, including two wars, recessions, and a series of sometimes painstaking reforms. Turkey suffered from economic mismanagement and experienced two decades of double-digit inflation. Its currency tumbled in value to 1.65 million lira on the dollar between 1995 and 2001.5 Though reforms to bring Turkey’s inflation under control were undertaken in 2000 with a $7.5 billion loan from the IMF, economic strife continued well into 2002.6 With its prosperous end goal in sight, Turkey’s EU bid incentivized the government to undertake economic reforms, considering them to be worth a temporary downturn.

Since then, economic growth has boomed and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Turkey has doubled from $8.5 billion in 2009 to $16.2 billion in 2011.7 In 2010, the Ford Motor Company demonstrated its confidence in the security of the Turkish economy by adding an additional $630 million to its existing investments.8 In less than a decade, per capita income in the country has nearly tripled and the economy has almost doubled in size, making Turkey the 18th largest economy in the world.9

Of course, despite Turkey’s growth its economy must still confront certain challenges. The AKP government faces a growing national deficit and tightening credit, and despite the creation of new jobs, unemployment has mostly remained at or above 10%. Furthermore, certain public institutions, such as education, have lagged behind the nation’s economic growth.10

As a result of its flourishing economy, Turkey is a member in a number of informal and formal groups of other emerging powers. The term BRIC was launched in 2001 by then-chairman of Goldman Sachs Asset Management, Jim O’Neill, as an acronym for an association of major emerging national economies: Brazil, Russia, India, China (South Africa was added in 2010). The Developing-8 (D-8) is an example of a more formal economic partnership among leading Muslim nations and was actually proposed by Turkey in 1997. The D-8 has been successful in fostering trade relations and economic cooperation, and engages in summits on a biennial basis.

The Group of Twenty (G-20) is an international forum for the governments and central bank governors from 20 major economies to promote global financial stability and engage in yearly summits to discuss key issues affecting the global economy. A different country assumes the G-20 presidency each year, and Turkey was responsible for hosting the major 2015 G-20 summit on November 13-15.

MIKTA, which includes the nations of Mexico, Indonesia, South Korea, Turkey, and Australia, is a middle power alliance which seeks to collaborate on areas of common interest, but it needs to work hard to increase its visibility and identify objectives if it is to participate in concrete undertakings and make its voice heard.

Turkey’s democratization process and political stability
undoubtedly contributed to its economic success, and congruently to its status as an emerging power. Not only has its authoritarian past receded, but Turkey’s EU aspirations have given the government incentive to make political reforms that encourage democracy, including the banning of torture, strengthening civilian control of the military, and changes in municipal governance that give citizens more say over local matters.

Balancing traditional religious identity and secular democracy is delicate, but appeared successful in Turkey. While the Turks are a people greatly steeped in their cultural and religious heritage, the Kemalist ideology that religion is best separated from politics has been widely accepted in Turkish political culture and narratives, until recently. EU and Euro-Atlantic aspirations have helped guide Turkey towards legislating democratic structures.

With the lifting of authoritarian restrictions, the Turkish people have become increasingly engaged in political processes and have sought to have their voices heard. Discussions on controversial issues that were once taboo, such as the Kurdish issue or the “events of 1915” in Armenia, have become much more commonplace. The Turkish people and their politicians alike aspire for Turkey to become a bigger player on the international stage, and voters want to see their country advance through an active foreign policy.

Demographic changes—such as younger, growing populations, urban migration, and ethnic diversity—are often symptoms of the emergence of a nation, and Turkey has proven to be no exception. Demographically, the population has increased from its 1990 level of 56 million to over 75 million today. Turkey is also a young society, with 60% of its population under 35. Around 75% of the population lives in urban areas, as compared to 50% in 1990, and Istanbul has doubled in size from 72 million people in 1990 to 15 million people or more in 2010. This rural to urban migration, and the trend of people moving east to west, has drawn a greater number of members of the religious, conservative middle class to the cities.

In Former U.S. Ambassador Ross Wilson’s Atlantic Council report on Turkey’s transformation in the 21st century, he predicts that this emerging traditional, conservative class of citizen will begin to play a larger role in Turkish politics, a sphere that has recently been dominated by liberal Western-leaning thought. However, the recent parliamentary elections in June 2015 showed a 13% win for the pro-Kurd HDP Party, whose young liberal leaders advocate for human rights, climate change, and gender equality. While the conservative class of Turkish citizens may begin to play bigger roles, so are the liberal youth.

Since 2002, the Justice and Development Party has managed to retain enormous domestic support, winning 47% of the vote in parliamentary elections in 2007, 49% in 2011, and most recently, 41% in 2015. The AKP Party has managed to be attractive to the Turkish masses, including both those with nationalist and liberal sentiments, and has overseen a tremendously prosperous period for the country, which naturally appeals to all sides.

Many Kurdish people have also migrated from their traditional southeast territories to cities, and as many as 2 million Kurds now live in Istanbul. This has made the Kurdish issue more national, rather than one stuck to regional confines. Yet these population trends have resulted in the emergence of challenges, including urbanization bringing an increased demand for services, and disadvantaged youth receiving inadequate access to education.

To a certain extent, its increased economic relevance and democratic identity in the global arena has contributed positively to Turkey’s international and domestic image. When a nation is seen as economically successful and politically stable, its power increases regionally and globally. Published on the global affairs website “Project Syndicate” (see www.project-syndicate.org) and subsequently disseminated in a number of other publications in the region, a December, 2010 article written by Prime Minister Erdogan titled “Turkey as an Emerging Power” emphasized Turkey’s successes and how its leadership will be an asset to the region.

FOREIGN POLICY NARRATIVES

In a discussion at the Brookings Institution in November, 2013 entitled “Turkish Foreign Policy at a Time of Global and Regional Transformation: Vision and Challenges,” Former Minister of Foreign Affairs H. E. Ahmet Davutoglu (Minister of Foreign Affairs from 2009-2014; prime-minister since 28 August 2014) identified...
Turkey’s three dominant foreign policy goals: (1) EU accession and Euro-Atlantic integration; (2) strengthening ties with neighbors and neighboring regions; and (3) opening up to new areas of the world.19

Turkey’s EU integration process has been tumultuous and a source of controversy in Turkish-European relations. In 1999, Turkey was invited to apply for membership, which reversed a 1997 decision that blocked its candidacy due to its poor human rights record (the Kurds, Armenia, etc.). In December 2002, and again due to EU uneasiness about Turkey’s human rights record, the EU refused to set a date for talks on Turkey’s accession.20 Turkey perceived this decision as being related to EU discomfort with the country’s identity as a Muslim nation as well as age-old misconceptions of Turkey.

In 2003, however, Turkey passed a series of reforms aimed at facilitating the membership process, and its EU accession appeared to once again be on track. Despite the final part of the reform package (concerning the penal code) being passed in September 2004, further resistance was seen from some EU countries and the suggestion of further conditions arose. The possibility of additional obstacles was met with strong opposition from Erdogan and other leaders and at the end of 2004, the EU agreed to begin formal membership negotiations the following year.21

Former Foreign Minister Davutoglu has asserted that while EU integration is still the chief foreign policy goal for Turkey, this drawn-out accession process has led some Turks to make allegations of unfairness; arguing that they are judged by their country’s past rather than its present. Professor Ibrahim Kalin argues that despite Turkey’s rapid transformation, changing deep-rooted perceptions overnight is unrealistic. For example, despite five million Turks living in Europe, as well as efforts by Turkey to make necessary reforms, images of Turks, Ottomans, Muslims, and Middle Easterners continue to be shaped by perceptions dating back to the Middle Ages.22

Davutoglu has also asserted that Turkey has been compliant with EU demands, and that he is confident that Europe would be better off with Turkey as a member. In a speech at the Brookings Institution, he said, “If [Turkey] had become a member of EU in 2006 or 2007… I am sure today we should have a new Europe, a much more creative, dynamic Europe, even responding to economic crisis in a much better way. But that did not happen and nobody can blame Turkey because of this, because, you know, remember how we had a very active diplomacy regarding integration with EU, also regarding Cyprus issue [sic] in 2004.”23

Although he still hopes for EU integration as soon as possible, there is a sense that Turkey’s efforts are futile and that its accession depends on the EU’s cultural acceptance. Though the EU’s reluctance to admit Turkey can certainly be partially attributed to unfair perceptions, the remnants of autocracy and the underdemocratic behavior of Turkey’s past are undoubtedly on the EU’s radar as well. Turkey’s relationship with Europe is still strong—the EU is Turkey’s largest economic partner, making up 46% of Turkey’s trade in 2011.24 If Turkey remains resolved to EU integration, membership is likely in their future.

In Davutoglu’s Brookings address, he stressed that Turkey will not idly stand by waiting for EU integration and will continue to develop its own foreign policy and form its own vision.25 Citing Turkey’s focus on strengthening ties with neighbors and neighboring regions, Davutoglu stated that high-level strategic cooperation consultations have been initiated with 15 neighboring countries and that 358 agreements have been signed with 14 countries in 4 years.27 This displays not a shift in orientation from West to East, but a restructuring of foreign policy goals. Furthermore, Turkey tried— with varied success—to achieve regional peace through numerous regional conflict resolution initiatives.28

The country’s public diplomacy appears to have currently two prominent narratives: one conveys a new Turkish identity ... and another focuses on enhanced international credibility.
Over the last decade, a key element that has differentiated Turkey as an emerging leader is its pursuit of an independent yet multilateral foreign policy. The view that Turkey’s foreign policy goals are best realized through bilateral and multilateral partnerships, and that success in a globalized world is best achieved through intergovernmental cooperative agreements and adherence to international law, has also emerged under the AKP government. Its membership in the G-20 since 1999; in the Organization of Islamic Cooperation since 1969; in the Council of Europe since 1949; in NATO since 1952; OSCE since 1973; and other international organizations demonstrates Turkey’s emphasis on global governance. At the same time, however, it asserts an independent foreign policy that is not particularly hindered by the influence of great powers and which is guided by ideology and principles. Professor Ibrahim Kalin claims that Turkey is not interested in passively conforming under a great power system, and instead wishes to adopt an active foreign policy through a unique point of view based on its own geography and history.

For example, Turkey gained (albeit temporarily) credibility in the Middle East when the Turkish parliament refused in March, 2003 to authorize access to its territory for the U.S. invasion of Iraq, despite a multi-billion dollar aid package offered in exchange. By showing that it is subservient to no state, Turkey elevated its credibility as an evenhanded player on the global stage.

**EMPOWERED PUBLIC DIPLOMACY**

**Master Narratives and Emergence**

Recognizing its economic clout and growth, the government of Turkey has also empowered public diplomacy. As Recep Tayyip Erdogan stated in his 2010 article, "Turkey as an Emerging Power," emerging powers require increased public diplomacy strategies that highlight the nation’s successes, compared to established powers that have already proven their position in the global order. If an emerging power seeks to be more highly regarded in the global arena, it requires that states acknowledge and appreciate its progress. Thus, Turkey’s increased public diplomacy efforts concerning their domestic transitions to a flourishing economy and strengthened democracy are a result of their emerging power status.

As its recent entrance into normative Turkish foreign policy language shows, “public diplomacy” has been openly acknowledged as a fundamental tool for increasing Turkish international stature and soft power. The country’s public diplomacy appears to have currently two prominent narratives: one conveys a new Turkish identity and highlights its economic prosperity and commitment to democracy; and another focuses on enhanced international credibility, which in turn reinforces Turkey’s regional leadership.

The Turkish government actually has an advantage over established powers, and has benefited from this, as have its emerging state peers. They have all come to the field of public diplomacy relatively late and so were able to learn from predecessors’ failures. One of the lessons drawn here is that in the 21st “digital” century, it no longer makes sense to strictly distinguish between at home and abroad. So Turkey began, as did many of its peers and other newcomers, with an intermestic public diplomacy stance (a blend of international and domestic public diplomacy). Moreover, Turkey’s current public diplomacy master narratives primarily concern its domestic achievements. Master narratives are stories that reflect a community’s identity and help community members to understand who they are and what they stand for, and make sense of the developments around them.

Effective communications strategists and public diplomacy practitioners invoke these master narratives to move audiences in certain directions, but all narratives have their detractors. Some analysts of master narratives believe that the failures of an emerging power’s public diplomacy or communication narrative can be explained by looking deeper into the domestic acceptance of and reaction to the projected dominant narrative. This is an interesting and revealing conceptualization for the analysis of public diplomacy in different countries and is applicable to understanding present-day Turkish public diplomacy within its broader context.

In short, Turkey has historically had several dominant (sometimes conflicting) narratives, each comprised of the following:

1. **Core Audience**
   - Mainstream (deeply embedded, broad audiences, influencers likely to manipulate)
   - Outsiders’ rallying cry (deeply embedded by outsiders, alienating broader audiences, understanding minority-majority dynamics)
   - Opposition voices (narrow appeal, counter-narratives, primarily secularist)
• Trendsetters (broad appeal, prevailing socio-political winds)

2. Theme (summary of most prominent)

• The Injustice of Sèvres; The Arab Betrayal; The Deep State; One Identity, One Turkey; The Lausanne Betrayal; Restoring the Kurdish Homeland; The Sharia Trojan Horse; The Moderate Islam Project; The New Modernization; Reclaiming the Ottoman Past

3. Audience segments

• Old guard: military and judiciary (high ranking influential leaders of the Turkish Military and Judiciary), Kemalist Urbanists (middle upper class elites who trace their authority and role within Turkish society to Atatürk and the founding of the modern republic);

• The new order: Religious reformers, Anatolian Tigers, Kurdish Autonomy Advocates;

• Challengers/potential destabilizers: Turkish Neo-Nationalists, Kurdish Separatists

4. Level of embedment (broad, narrow appeal/emergent or embedded)

Indeed, as the following research shows, such sophistication is lacking when the story told abroad does not entail or equal the entire domestic reality, or when the voices of opponents at home undermine the dominant narrative projected abroad. It may be impossible to craft a single grand narrative and dispose of the others, given humanity’s knack for being contrary. Thus, it is the search for a balance between pre-existing and new narratives that must sit at the core of this quest for a claimed grand strategy—regardless of whether the latter is simply a country’s or scholar’s illusionary ideal.

It is against the complex background of co-existing conflicting and commonly held narratives abroad and at home that the public diplomacy of Turkey must be understood. It is within this broader context that the public diplomacy narratives and initiatives described below can be more profoundly understood and placed.

Considering the enormous reform and progress Turkey has undergone in the last decades, it is no surprise that Turkey wishes to be recognized and not be
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In Soft Power and Public Diplomacy in Turkey, Kalin describes the government’s strategic reasoning for its new emphasis on public diplomacy: “In order for us to achieve success in explaining Turkey’s position in the face of accusations and problems our country has long endured in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Deep State</th>
<th>Turkish democracy is under threat from the deep state, a powerful secret unit of well-connected figures in the military. Turkey must rally against these adversaries and support legislative and juridical efforts to punish deep state plots to destroy Turkish democracy.</th>
<th>Broad appeal</th>
<th>New Order: Religious reformers, Anatolian Tigers, Kurdish Autonomy Advocates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Identity, One Turkey</td>
<td>Turkish culture predates its modern founding by hundreds of years and its survival relies on a uniform national identity centered on Turkish ethn-cultural heritage. The country must be united, through violence if necessary, under a single identity and a strong central government.</td>
<td>Outsiders' rallying cry</td>
<td>Narrow appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lausanne Betrayal</td>
<td>The founding of Turkey was based upon an injustice in which Kurds were deprived of the promised independent state. This became the basis for Turkish occupation and oppression, and Kurds should use their strength to rise against Turkish occupiers.</td>
<td>Outsiders' rallying cry</td>
<td>Narrow appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoring the Kurdish Homeland</td>
<td>Kurds have always lived on the land in southeastern Turkey. Turkey today occupies this historical homeland and tramples on the Kurdish community’s identity. Kurds should reject assimilation in order to defend Kurdish heritage from extinction.</td>
<td>Outsiders' rallying cry</td>
<td>Narrow appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sharia Trojan Horse</td>
<td>Islamism wants to take over the entire region, and ‘moderate’ Islamist democracy is a myth perpetuated by those who want to see Shi’ite spread everywhere. The AKP hides its Shi’ite agenda behind this myth. Turkey should be fearful of Islamism and return secularization to power.</td>
<td>Opposition voices</td>
<td>Narrow appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate Islam Project</td>
<td>Turkey is threatened by a secret American project to install U.S.-friendly ‘moderate’ Islamic governments across the region. In Turkey, the U.S. is propping up the AKP to this end. The only way to prevent Islamism from destroying Atatürk’s legacy is to restore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Maintained |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Order: Religious reformers, Anatolian Tigers, Kurdish Autonomy Advocates</th>
<th>Narrow appeal</th>
<th>Embedded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Challenges: Turkish Neo-Nationalist</td>
<td>Narrow appeal</td>
<td>Embedded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges: Kurdish Separatists</td>
<td>Narrow appeal</td>
<td>Embedded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges: Kurdish Autonomy Advocates</td>
<td>Narrow appeal</td>
<td>Embedded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges: Military &amp; Judiciary, Kemalist Urbanists</td>
<td>Narrow appeal</td>
<td>Embedded</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the international arena, it is necessary to use public diplomacy tools and methods to inform accurately the international community." With rational, transparent and defensible policies, Turkey can increase its credibility in the international arena. Kalin acknowledges that he believes most countries recognize Turkey's social change and economic growth, but age-old narratives are difficult barriers to overcome. By gaining better control over its narrative, Turkey's public diplomacy strategy appears to be guiding narratives in a certain way so as to steer nations' perceptions of Turkey's actions. However, such a desire for control may backfire in the long run.

In January 2010, Prime Minister Erdogan announced the launch of the Office of Public Diplomacy, signifying a new focus on the importance of public diplomacy as a tool for influencing Turkey's international image. The Office of Public Diplomacy would be tasked to “provide cooperation and coordination between public agencies and non-governmental organizations in their activities related to public diplomacy” for the promotion and presentation of Turkey. The Office of Public Diplomacy is a separate entity under the auspices of the Chief Advisor to the Prime Minister, with its secretarial services carried out by the General Directorate of Press and Information.

Since the Office of Public Diplomacy is involved in the management of perceptions in and promotion of a number of areas, including “diplomacy, foreign aid, science and technology, economy, higher education, tourism, culture, arts and media” (read: control of the master narratives), the office is organized into five units: Media Studies; Political Communication; Cultural Studies; Institutional Studies; and Project Development. Their activities involve a number of initiatives to engage domestic and international students, academics, journalists, and policymakers in events and programs aimed at engaging on a variety of relevant foreign policy and public diplomacy topics. They also inform the international media through meetings and briefs. The Office of Public Diplomacy was established with the government’s Circular of the Prime Ministry No: 2010/3, published in the Official Gazette No. 27478 dated January 30, 2010 to serve as an effective public relations tool for the Turkish government. It aims to manage international perceptions and convey a new Turkish narrative.

Naturally, Turkey’s public diplomacy efforts are focused on areas of the world where the country has some kind of greater foreign policy strategy, and where it hopes to increase its soft power. Its concerted efforts can be seen most predominantly in the Middle East, Eurasia, and Eastern Europe, and in nations that share with Turkey a notion of common memory, conscience, and cultural depth where Turkey aims to reinforce its position as a regional leader through public diplomacy activities.

Public diplomacy activities, compounded with Turkey’s reputation as a stable and prosperous nation, increase Turkey’s reputation, and therefore their leadership capacity. Turkey’s ability to fuse secular democracy and socio-economic modernization with the preservation of Islamic-Ottoman culture and conservative values provides a powerful example to other states in the Middle East. The Arab Spring, which left Turkey nearly untouched, also reaffirmed Turkey’s political stability in the region. Establishing people-to-people relations has reinforced Turkey’s cultural bonds and soft power with the region’s countries.

Turkish public diplomacy strategies are also employed in Western Europe and other EU member states. Considering the diaspora of over 5 million Turks living in Europe and Turkey’s EU aspirations, facilitating cultural dialogue and exchange is important to the promotion of Turkey’s new narrative. The majority of public diplomacy activities in Europe are related to Turkish cultural promotion so as to convey a positive image of Turkish culture. The EU is also home to a number of Turkish schools and centers aimed at reinforcing relations with the Turkish diaspora.

Capitalizing on its political stability and economic growth, the Turkish government has taken ownership of its public diplomacy in order to foster its emergence as a regional and global leader. Davutoglu has made furthering Turkey’s soft power a conscious priority. Turkey’s efforts focused on former Turkic republics and the Middle East prove that regional leadership is a priority.

Maintaining public diplomacy relations with EU member states shows that Turkey’s EU aspirations remain high on its agenda, as does preserving relations with Turkish diaspora populations. To this end, the government has not only focused its attention on developing public diplomacy agencies, but also on promoting non-state actors’ activities. Turkey continues to try to put its best foot forward, emphasizing the progress it has made and maintaining a position of regional and global leadership, especially in two areas: cultural promotion and humanitarian aid.

**Cultural Promotion and Humanitarian Aid**

Cultural promotion and dialogue are key avenues for public diplomacy to flourish. Inspired by religious schol-
ar Fethullah Gulen, the Hizmet, or Gulen, movement, is one of the first and most successful at promoting Turkish culture. It is Islamic and conservative, yet tolerant, in nature. The Hizmet (meaning “service”) movement has no formal structure or membership, but is a loose network of volunteers and civil society organizations inspired by Gulen's vision. The movement is therefore difficult to track, but it may be one of the largest Islamic movements in the world, and is certainly the most influential socio-religious movement Turkey has ever seen.

Gulen's movement emerged in the early 1990s with the mission of developing institutions to benefit both Turkish migrants and host communities in areas such as education, commerce, and culture. Gulen's ideology promotes traditional, yet open-minded, conservative, yet tolerant, Islam, and is based on volunteer action and contribution. The Gulen movement community seeks to forge closer ties with Christian and Jewish organizations in order to promote cultural dialogue and understanding, and strives to remain apolitical in all aspects, which allows the movement to foster close relationships with host governments. With education as a particular focus, approximately 1,000 schools have opened around the world, operated by Turkish entrepreneurs guided by Gulen's vision.

The movement originated in post-Soviet Central Asia with the goal of reinvigorating the nations' Turkic roots and it has subsequently expanded to Western Europe, the U.S., and Africa. Despite the enormous success it has had in promoting Turkish culture and soft power around the world, deep political tensions have arisen between Fethullah Gulen and the AKP Party. The movement’s success was only beneficial to the government as long as the Gulen-Erdogan team remained functional and not oppositional.

The Yunus Emre Foundation is another more recent, and government-affiliated, structure for cultural promotion. The foundation was created in 2007 as an addition to preexistent Turkish cultural centers, with the goal of exporting Turkish culture, society, and language abroad. In a 2010 Yunus Emre bulletin, then Minister of Foreign Affairs Davutoglu noted that “foreign policy is not carried out solely with diplomacy but also with cultural, economic, and trade networks...this will enable us to place our historical-cultural richness in our current strategy.”

Yunus Emre centers exist throughout Europe and the Middle East. The first center opened in Sarajevo, followed by Skopje, then Cairo. In Davutoglu’s speech at the Sarajevo center’s inauguration in 2011, he explained that Sarajevo was chosen as the first location because “if we thought about where Turkish culture was reflected best, this place would be the city of Sarajevo.” Neo-Ottoman undertones are implicit in Davutoglu’s statement, which appeals to cultural similarities between the two nations. The president of the Yunus Emre Institute, Hayati Develi, stated to the popular news source, Today’s Zaman, that another goal of the centers is to “change the negative image of Turkey in certain European countries by means of introducing a different image of Turkey.” It has also been suggested that Erdogan created the centers to co-opt the Gulen movement.

The Ministry of Tourism and Culture and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have both also been very active in promoting Turkish culture in Europe. In 2013, Turkey ranked 6th globally in tourism, with 37.8 million visits. This was a 5.9% jump from the previous year and was indicative of both better global economic conditions and the promise of Turkey’s tourism industry.

The annual London Turkish Film Festival is one example of such promotion; it is sponsored by the Turkish Ministry of Culture and features a variety of Turkish films and documentaries for an international audience. While it began in 1993 as a three-day event, it is now a full-fledged two-week festival. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ pursuit of hosting a future Expo World Fair in Izmir, Turkey is another example of the Turkish government’s cultural promotion. The Expo is held every five years, lasts for a total of six months, and is attended by 157 countries convening on ideas, innovation, and culture. The promotion of Turkey for Expo 2020 is an important agenda item for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. “Spot On, Turkey Now,” a Turkish festival in Vienna that took place in October 2009, was an example of effective coordination between government and civil society to promote cultural diplomacy. In collaboration with the Wiener Festwochen (Vienna Festival), one of the world’s largest cultural festivals, the Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts initiated the festival, which featured Turkish and Austrian literature, music, and dance performance collaborations. The event was supported and sponsored by the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Promotion Fund of the Turk-
ish Prime Ministry, and was backed by the public support of both the Turkish and Austrian governments. This cross-cultural action is an innovative, often-used model for multilateral Turkish public diplomacy engagements.

The impact of television and the arts on Turkish public diplomacy and soft power cannot be overestimated. “It’s one thing if there were a couple of popular Turkish series, but they are on every single major Arab channel,” says Beirut-based media critic and blogger Habib Battah. Turkish dramas and soap operas have swept the Arab world in recent years, making Turkey more idealized than ever before. Many Arabs are charmed by the Turk’s liberal lifestyles, presenting an image of a Muslim nation that is dynamic and modern, yet loyal to its traditions and history.

It is significant that Turkish series deal with issues that Arab series typically avoid, such as gender equality, love affairs, and treason. Mazen Hayek, spokesman for the Saudi-backed Middle East Broadcasting Centre believes that these Turkish series have also displayed an ideal for male-female romantic relationships, where women are adored and respected. In Turkey, a comparatively liberal nation in the region, shifting gender roles are less of a taboo. The Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism even believes this cultural export has contributed to the increase in tourism, due to the depiction of Turkey’s beautiful scenery, lifestyle, and culture.

Turkey has increasingly become a donor country, which reasserts its economic stability. Humanitarian aid provides another vehicle than cultural promotion for public diplomacy. Turkey’s spending on official aid has risen from $73 million in 2002 to $3.3 billion in 2013. The Turkish Cooperation and Development Agency (TIKA) is a central agency for Turkey’s aid work that operates in 34 coordination offices in 31 countries, primarily in the Balkans, the Middle East, and Central Asia.

TIKA was first established in 1992 to respond to the restructuring and development of former Turkic Republics in the post-Soviet era, but since 2002, the organization has effectively taken off and expanded. No longer limited to countries with Turkish cultural or historic ties, today TIKA invests in a total of 100 nations on various projects, such as giving agricultural training to potato farmers in Peru, or investing in Turkology departments in Cuban universities, such as Havana University. While TIKA president Dr. Serdar Cam acknowledges that TIKA has become a soft power tool, he underlined that “these steps were not consciously taken to increase Turkey’s soft power,” and that they are sincerely in humanitarian interest. Aside from TIKA, Turkey has also spent over $3 billion to host Syrian refugees since their country’s crisis began in 2011. In a demonstration of its leadership in this area, Turkey is hosting the first international summit on humanitarian aid in 2016, sponsored by the United Nations.

Turkey’s Red Crescent Society, or Kizilay, is a Red Cross member society that engages in disaster response and has benefited from approximately 1.2 million volunteers to date. In existence since the late 19th Century (still the Ottoman era), the Red Crescent Society is one of Turkey’s oldest and largest civil society organizations. Like its Red Cross and Red Crescent counterparts, it is a non-governmental organization, but is a critical component in the government’s international presence and soft power. The Red Crescent Society has worked closely with the Turkish government to accommodate the influx of Syrian refugees, and with an estimated 65,000 Syrian refugees in nine camps in Turkey, camps and services provided by the Red Crescent Society have helped reduce tension (see e.g. http://www.eurasianet.org/node/65814).

Although traditionally focused on more regional crises, such as the Russian-Georgian war in 2008 and the ongoing crises in Gaza and Lebanon in 2008 and 2009, the Red Crescent Society has raised its profile outside of the Muslim world as well. Examples include the building of “Turkish towns” for tsunami survivors in Sri Lanka in 2004, and search-and-rescue missions after the earthquakes in Haiti and Chile in 2010. These humanitarian missions are undoubtedly a positive representation for Turkey, and are a positive force for the country’s public diplomacy.

**Domestic Civil Society and the Contradictions in Public Diplomacy**

Engaging domestic stakeholders in foreign policy decisions, including civil society organizations (CSOs) and citizens, is essential to successful public diplomacy. The Office of Public Diplomacy recognizes the importance that domestic public opinion plays in support of or against international policy and public diplomacy.
Its website, which explains the concept of public diplomacy, states: "Another important element of public diplomacy is the public opinion, which has increasingly undertaken a more central role in determining the national and international policies. The national and international policy processes are monitored closely, and are announced to world public opinion through the media. Without a certain support from the public opinion, it does not seem possible to determine or implement a policy in the fields of economy, foreign policy, energy or environment." Therefore, in evaluating Turkey’s public diplomacy abroad, it is important also to evaluate the state’s engagement in public diplomacy’s domestic dimension, loosely defined as the government’s involvement of civil society at home in international policy making and conduct.

Although Turkey’s civil society sector has grown tremendously over the past twenty years, its voice is still very small compared to most European countries, and the success and growth of the sector’s organizations will be compromised unless their rights are protected and they are supported.

The 2013 CIVICUS Civil Society Index Report found that Turkey’s civil society is most hindered in the area of structure, referring to the small size and depth of civil society organizations, undeveloped linkages, and inadequate resources. With a highly-centralized state administration, pre-existing corruption and a lack of adherence to the rule of law, it is difficult for civil society to thrive and not have its impact limited.

A 2011 study by the Third Sector Foundation of Turkey (TUSEV) found that the autonomy of civil society is at risk, with 78% of NGOs saying they were subject to frequent or occasional illegitimate government interference. Government-civil society dialogue is limited, with 68% stating that the state only engages with a selective group of CSOs, and only as needed. A staggering 97% describe the state support they receive as limited or very limited.

The editor-in-chief of Turkish Policy Quarterly, Diba Ni gar Goksel, describes the state’s priorities in supporting CSOs: "More often than not, domestic resources available to Turkish NGOs for neighborhood engagement are linked to Turkish government interests or affiliated with Islamic networks. Turkish official narratives are emphasized and sticky human rights issues often avoided." The idea of a "civil society endowment" fund, which the government could use to develop the breadth and depth of Turkish NGOs, has been discussed for years (Goksel). However, considering that the government’s public diplomacy priorities are guided by the promotion of the state, the fairness of initiative selection would be questionable.

Despite certain challenges, Turkey’s civil society is in a state of transition and the rapid growth of Turkey’s civil society is promising for the future of civic discourse. Reform designed to create space for the development of civil society was only significantly undertaken from 2002-2004, and then only because of EU requirements. Civil liberties reform continues to this day.

Third sector organizations have also stepped up to protect and empower the non-profit world. The Third Sector Foundation of Turkey (TUSEV) was established in 1993 and has grown into a network of over 100 CSOs, and includes in its main objectives “non-profit law reform, research on civil society and philanthropy, promoting social investment and social justice philanthropy, and facilitating partnerships across sectors, as well as across borders.”

Strengthening Civil Society Development and Civil Society– Public Sector Dialogue in Turkey Project, a civil society-public cooperation project funded by the European Union and Turkish government, is one of many third sector initiatives. It holds as one of its main objectives “to bring the relations between civil society and public institutions to a new level where a permanent dialogue is held and participation of civil society organizations in public debate and decision-making is visibly increased.” The project involves creating tangible measures, including conferences and frameworks, which will promote civil sector-public sector dialogue.

Apart from Turkish CSOs, the Turkish government has also sought to engage other stakeholders in the public diplomacy dialogue. The Turkish Office of Public Diplomacy has a number of university programs that involve students discussing foreign policy issues. For example, once a month, panels on public diplomacy and foreign policy issues are held in different Turkish cities, where students and academics are able to voice opinions and pose questions to high ranking foreign policy experts and bureaucrats. The Office of Public Diplomacy also facilitates Foreign Policy Promotion Programs at universities, which bring together students, academics, experts, and decision-makers to set up a network for dialogue.

Furthermore, the Office of Public Diplomacy arranges panels, conferences, forums, and other think tank-like events with different thinkers, academics, and journalists to encourage interaction with policymakers. While it is commendable that steps have been taken to include various publics, the government still needs to
take additional actions to listen better to and include the narratives of stakeholders who challenge the government’s policies, such as politicians from opposing parties or controversial journalists. Erdogan has become resistant to challenges to his rule, which is partly reflected in how often two phrases crop up in his justifications for subduing domestic protests: “Know your limits and place (Haddini bilmek)” and “What is necessary is being done (Gereğin yapmak).”

Ever-growing discord between the government’s democratic rhetoric and some autocratic tendencies hinder Turkey’s new projected narrative, however. Turkish public diplomacy and soft power can only be credible with rational and defensible policies. Here again, if the master narrative projected abroad is based on the domestic development of democracy, and civil society is only heard when its narrative pleases the government, and counter-narratives are suppressed, the narrative shows a skewed version of reality, and may be a sign of underlying problems and upcoming public diplomacy contradictions.

The vestiges of Turkey’s authoritarian past linger to this day. Between unresolved Kurdish issues, a tense relationship with Armenia on its borders, political corruption, and public censorship, Turkey has its fair share of problems, as the master narratives in the table above indicate. Like other nations, Turkey will continue to be judged by its flaws, but the government hopes to simply overshadow its flaws by highlighting its successes.

However, Turkey’s international stature is threatened by some authoritarian elements and the resulting instability. Freedom of the press, for example, has been suppressed to the point where journalists face a precarious existence. In fact, Turkey holds the dubious record of jailing more journalists than any other country in the world, followed by Iran and China. Prime Minister Erdogan even briefly banned Twitter and YouTube, a ruling that was subsequently deemed unconstitutional by the highest court. After mounting pressure against certain authoritarian elements of the Erdogan regime, the Taksim Square protests in the summer of 2013 sparked a major Turkish movement, which brought to light internationally some of the AKP government’s behavior.

The Gezi Park protests in the summer of 2013 were a turning point in domestic dissatisfaction with certain AKP domestic policies. The protests began as a peaceful sit-in at Istanbul’s Taksim Square on May 28, 2013, against the government’s decision to turn one of Istanbul’s last urban public parks into a mall or museum. Many citizens felt that this decision was made too quickly without public or media discourse, and in the eyes of many, it underscored the AKP government’s repeated disregard for public opinion.

What changed everything in the #occupygezi movement was the intensity of the police brutality that ensued. Police met the protestors with enormous force, and images of police setting protesters’ tents on fire, using tear gas, pepper spray, and pressurized water surfaced on the Internet. The movement quickly spread, and over 60 cities across Turkey hosted protests in solidarity against various AKP government actions, including the violation of democratic rights, media censorship, police brutality, and the overall authoritarianism of Erdogan.

Increasing restrictions on freedom of speech and censorship in Turkey have put Recep Erdogan and the AKP’s credibility on the line both nationally and internationally. Journalists risk incarceration if they criticize AKP politicians or policies. Social media restrictions have also occasionally been put into effect since 2013. Every six months, Twitter releases a transparency report to show which national governments have requested the most takedowns of posts. In the first six months of 2015, Turkish authorities represented 72% of all requests, followed by Russia at 7%. Governments are authorized to request the takedown of posts that “violate personal rights or other local laws.” Although Twitter and other social media sites are not technically banned, the Turkish government still continues to censor a great deal of content (that is, counter-narratives).

Another central domestic issue which Erdogan must address on the national and international stage is the “Kurdish question.” The Kurdish people face extreme prejudice; Kurdish intellectuals and advocates are easily suspected and charged with supporting terrorism. The Kurdish language, and thus the Kurds’ entire narrative, is treated as essentially illegitimate. Even reporting on the Kurdish issue can lead to imprisonment.

Turkey also struggles with other cultural prejudices, with Turkish nationalism and xenophobia continuing to create a precarious environment for minorities and minority religions, particularly for Greek and Jewish communities.

The Kurds make up a large minority in Turkey (about 25%), concentrated primarily in the south, and are the largest ethnic community in the Middle East seeking self-determination. The Kurdish Worker’s Party (PKK), labeled a terrorist group by the U.S. and the EU, began its insurgency for an autonomous Kurdistan in 1984. Flare-ups of violence between Turkey and the PKK have gone on for decades and have
so far cost 40,000, mostly innocent, lives.\textsuperscript{23} During the Arab Spring, Turkey deflected domestic issues by concentrating on negotiations surrounding a Kurdish Peace Process. Although a dialogue has opened up, the Turkish government and the Kurds still struggle to find compromise.\textsuperscript{23} However, tensions flared up again in August 2015, when the Turkish government launched airstrikes against Kurdish militants in southern Turkey, causing concern in the U.S. about Ankara’s ability to negotiate peacefully with the Kurds.\textsuperscript{86}

The deadliest terror attack in Turkey’s history happened quite recently in Turkey’s capital, Ankara, on October 10, 2015, with two suicide bombings at a peace rally in the center of the capital.\textsuperscript{81} In order for Turkey to successfully join the EU, it must maintain peaceful relations with the minority group, and grant it sufficient rights. If Erdogan’s recently autocratic tendencies continue and injustices are not addressed, the nation’s political stability and success of the current master narrative will be in jeopardy. Furthermore, with an increasingly youthful and liberal demographic which supports the Kurdish cause, the AKP is under pressure from below to guarantee the Kurdish people’s human rights.

Human rights issues are detrimental to the credibility of Turkey’s public diplomacy. An October 2012 report by the Committee to Protect Journalists stated that Turkey now has “the disreputable distinction of being the world’s worst jailer of the press.” The government’s repeated censorship of writers, journalists, and political activists has had an adverse affect on the AKP Party’s popularity, as demonstrated by the June 2015 parliamentary election results. Despite winning 40\% of the vote, it was the AKP Party’s worst election performance ever. The much more liberal pro-Kurdish HDP Party, whose young, charismatic leaders promote gender equality and human rights narratives, won 13\% of the vote and 80 MPs.\textsuperscript{85} It seemed as if Erdogan and the AKP may find themselves on increasingly shaky ground if they continue to silence dissent.

As the June 7, 2015 general election produced a hung parliament, a second general election was held in Turkey on November 1, 2015. This time, and to some quite surprisingly, Erdogan did much better, with the AKP Party winning 49.4\% of the vote and its main opposition, the CHP, winning 25.4\%. President Erdogan hailed the result early on the following morning, stating: “The national will manifested itself on 1 November in favour of stability.” It would thus appear that “stability” is of greater importance to Turkey’s population than human rights and media freedom.

As noted by the BBC:\textsuperscript{86} “While Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan called on the world to respect the result of Sunday’s election, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) went further and denounced the entire process as ‘unfair.’” Fair or not, a new government has been formed—in a polarized, not stable—Turkey, as shown in the Turkish media’s mixed reactions. The question inevitably arises, then, of how much longer (inter)national concern for human rights can and will provide counterbalance.

### CONCLUSIONS

Turkey’s transition into an emerging power over the last few decades has been a defining factor in shaping its public diplomacy strategy and master narrative. Turkey has thus diverse strategic motives behind its public diplomacy initiatives; promoting its emerging power status. Public diplomacy is driven by a desire to be perceived in accordance with a narrative (that of an emerging power) that they have helped construct through their public diplomacy initiatives.

Emerging powers particularly benefit from steering their international image, as this helps drive positive perceptions of the nation’s emergence. Emerging nations seek to dispel perceptions of their, perhaps, former weakness, backwardness, or stagnant growth. Emphasizing a growing economy, for example, will attract further foreign investment and drum up interest in travel or products from the nation. While claims must be supported with truth and statistics, public diplomacy informs and influences perception.

Foreign policy goals are a key driver of Turkish public diplomacy narratives. Admission to the European Union has been a long-standing objective for Turkey; furthering cultural, political, and economic ties within Europe emphasizes Turkey’s emergence and its position as a key player in the region. In the Middle East, the country has played a stabilizing, peacemaking role, both as a political mediator and as a major donor of aid and assistance. Turkey has also reinforced its political and economic leadership through a number of multilateral organizations, particularly within the Middle East and Eurasian regions.

From a historical and geographic approach, Turkey’s emerging power in the region is reminiscent of the Ottoman Empire, which reigned from the 16th to 18th centuries. Cultural nostalgia for former greatness can remain ingrained in civilizations for centuries, and the AKP Party’s economic and political successes have been reminders of the flourishing, powerful empire the country Turkey once helmed. This neo-Ottoman
narrative is evident in Turkey’s particular focus on cultural public diplomacy initiatives: the Ottoman Empire emphasized creativity and thought, education and the arts were critical to society, and authors, artists and architects from this era are a source of national pride. Therefore, the promotion of education and cultural exchange, establishment of Turkish institutes, and language programs can all be seen as extensions of the Turkish people’s pride in their culture. It is also an effective way to maintain ties to Turkish diaspora around the world.

Governmental and non-governmental actors both play critical roles in forming Turkey’s public diplomacy and formulating its master narratives. While both act largely independently of one another, it is promising to see that there are increasing examples of public-private partnerships and coordination through Turkey’s Office of Public Diplomacy. Still, government interference in civil society activities and oppression of counter-narratives remains a problem. Developing further constructive dialogues and partnerships with their own civil society is a necessary domestic public diplomacy condition.

Along with adverse domestic consequences, governments around the world have taken note of Turkey’s human rights issues which are damaging its public diplomacy credibility. Freedom House and other prominent human rights organizations wrote a letter to President Obama in January 2013, asking the President to express his concerns about Turkey’s record of censorship, writing, “These developments have had a detrimental effect not only upon Turkish people, but also hinder Turkey’s contribution as an emerging power in the vision of the world.” The Turkish government must realize that if it wishes to continue the emergence of its power in the 21st century, counter-narratives must not be suppressed but engaged with; they are a logical and crucial part of contemporary integrative public diplomacy.
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Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and Organizational Culture in the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

By Bilgin Özkan

Information and communication technologies (ICT) play a significant role in changing traditional diplomacy and the organizational culture of foreign ministries. The literature on public diplomacy offers a rich account on the role of ICT in foreign policy processes. However, except for a few valuable pieces of research, it does not say much about the interplay between ICT and organizational culture in individual foreign ministries. One of the reasons is that researchers look at the implementation phase of foreign policies with a narrow focus rather than adopting a broader perspective, including challenging and less visible earlier phases such as decision-making and policy formulation within bureaucracy. The culture of secrecy dominating foreign ministries further exacerbates this trend by making it difficult for outsiders to have access to information about the inner functioning of foreign ministries. In order to fill this gap in the literature, this article offers an insider’s perspective on the interplay between ICT reforms and the organizational culture of the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (hereafter referred to as “the Ministry”) over the last two decades.

It is argued that the introduction of ICT to work processes at the Ministry has been a series of reform attempts by a group of senior bureaucrats to recalibrate the capacity of foreign service officials to handle more effectively contemporary foreign policy processes, which are today much wider in scope and diverse in terms of actors and technologies in use. The underlying objective of those reforms has always been to reassure the dominance of the Ministry as a “hub agency” in the information field governing Turkey’s foreign policy processes, which has long been challenged by new actors and power shifts in Turkish politics. The Turkish experience indicates that ICT have consciously been employed to mediate changes in organizational culture within the Ministry by conditioning the actions of foreign service officials, and through repeated human actions producing, maintaining and changing social contexts in which foreign service officials operate. ICT-induced changes have gradually become visible in the most profound manner in the attitudes of foreign service officials in engaging with the domestic and foreign publics, as well as their approaches towards cross-agency collaborative work at the national level.

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

In this article, ICT is defined as computers (hardware and software), any form of connection facilitating Internet-based work processes, and social media technologies employed in foreign policy processes. In discussing ICT at the Ministry, it differentiates between computer-supported work systems such as DOC-ARCHIVE, BUDGET PROGRAMME, CONSULAR-NET and DIPLOMATIC PORTAL and social media portal and technologies such as MEMLEKETIM PORTAL, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. The first category includes software designed for collaborative use in a work environment, whereas the latter are popular media applications designed for individual use for business and social purposes. One should also recognize the hybrid characters of CONSULAR-NET and MEMLEKETIM PORTAL designed for interaction with and among individuals. These two programs include features supporting both collaborative use in a work environment and person-to-person interaction for social purposes through web-based communication networks.

Furthermore, following the line of Orlikowski and Robey, it is assumed that ICT contains both social and material properties and that ICT, by nature, comprises social products created by human action within a specific structural and cultural context. Technology and institutional structures involve a process of mediating (enabling, constraining) human action, and through human action, contributing to producing, maintaining and changing social contexts. In other words, ICT are social
products constituted through institutional structures, and in turn, they contribute to the constitution of institutional properties of an organization by enabling and constraining human action.\(^2\)

An explanatory cognitive model of two phases – the technology enactment process and the transformation of organizational culture – is offered to simplify various elements of intertwined arguments throughout discussions in this article. In the first phase, Fountain’s technology enactment framework is employed to explore earlier processes involving the development, design, use and implementation of ICT in the Ministry.\(^6\)

In the following transformative phase, priority is given to interaction between enacted technology and organizational culture in the Ministry.

In the technology enactment framework, Fountain differentiates between objective and enacted technologies. Objective technologies are hardware, software, telecommunications and other material systems as they exist apart from the ways in which people use them. Enacted technologies are the ways that a technological system is actually used by actors in organizations. She argues that similar technologies may acquire different social meanings and functions, resulting in different organizational outcomes.\(^2\) Two intermediating variables are identified in this framework: organizational forms and institutional arrangements. Organizational forms include both bureaucracy and networks in which civil servants operate interchangeably depending on the nature of their engagement in work environments. They operate in bureaucracy to carry out policymaking and service delivery activities, and in networks to engage in cross agency cooperation and coordination in the public sector. Institutional arrangements are comprised of cognitive institutions (referring to mental habits and other cognitive models influencing behavior and decision-making), cultural institutions (referring to shared symbols, narratives and meanings), and government institutions (denoting laws and rules framing problem-solving and decision-making). These variables influence technology choices, individual responses to those choices, and the outcomes of enacted technologies. Fountain argues that similar technologies may produce different organizational outcomes depending on the formal structure of an organization or institutional arrangements.\(^3\)

In this article, two modifications are made to the original technology enactment framework: first, actors are limited to bureaucratic leaders and foreign service officials, while the varying roles in the enactment framework of all groups of actors are recognized.\(^3\) Bureaucratic leaders include a group of technology-enthusiast foreign service officials with unique political connections and the professional capacity to initiate and implement ICT reforms. Turkish foreign service officials include those who are primarily responsible for conducting foreign policy processes in the Ministry. Second, the concept of organizational culture replaces institutional arrangements to highlight fundamental changes in social contexts in which foreign service officials operate. While there are numerous definitions of culture,\(^12\) the definitional and analytical framework of organizational culture provided by Schein allows us to differentiate between the levels of assumptions, values, beliefs and artefacts influencing the mind-set and attitudes of foreign service officials.\(^11\) According to Schein, organizational culture is a pattern of shared basic assumptions, differentiating the members of an organization from those of the others, helping members in their adaptation to the environment and consolidating in-group integration. He argues that organizational culture can be analyzed at three different levels: (i) basic assumptions that are unconscious, taken-for-granted beliefs, perceptions, thoughts, and feelings (ii) espoused beliefs and values that are the ways an organization justifies what it does and (iii) artefacts that are visible organizational structures and processes.\(^12\) Schein’s approach allows one to highlight definitional boundaries and functions of organizational culture. However, it does not say much about institutional sources, informing basic assumptions, values, beliefs and artefacts of organizational culture.

Batora’s new institutionalist perspective provides the remedy in the case of foreign ministries. He argues that diplomacy is an institution comprised of a set of rules, norms and procedures defining appropriate behaviors for actors in terms of relations between roles and situations, and that it operates on the basis of three organizing principles: hierarchy, secrecy, and one-way communication with the public. Foreign ministries embody the organizing principles of this particular institution.\(^13\) Batora shrewdly puts in place the link between diplomacy and foreign ministries, and highlights similarities in organizational structure and professional behaviors among foreign ministries around the world. However, he falls short of explaining divergences in the mind-set and approaches of foreign service officials operating in the same professional field of diplomacy.

Batora’s approach may further be developed by referring to the national-level sources of organizational culture. Apart from diplomacy, state traditions that are formed and sustained throughout centuries or millennia have an imprint in the organizational culture of individual foreign ministries. For instance, the Ministry, in the Turkish case, is not only the carrier of hierarchy,
secretly, and one-way communication with the public but also the notion of the survival of the state (devlet-tin bekası) originating from the particular historical and political evolution of the Turkish state and society. Turkey has inherited the political and bureaucratic culture of the Ottoman Empire. When the Ottoman government was abolished in 1922, the Foreign Ministry in Ankara recruited former foreign service officials who carried along their mental mappings of how to conduct foreign policy, and set the foundation for the organizational culture of the Ministry. The most salient of those mappings is the notion of the survival of the state, which refers to the excessive occupation of Turkish bureaucrats, including foreign service officials, with the long term well-being of the state.

In this article, the notion of the survival of the state is understood as a concept with two dimensions: first, that foreign policy is presumed to be supra-political, and, second, that the long-term well-being of the state is considered critical for the survival of the Turkish nation. These two dimensions are interrelated and reinforce one another in organizational practices. In Turkish society, state affairs are traditionally considered above society. They are treated as a cluster of security dominated issues about which only a handful of qualified elected representatives in the parliament, military and civilian officials have a say. Society has been practically banned from discussing state affairs or influencing the official decision-making process involving foreign policy issues.

Furthermore, the state dominates almost all aspects of social life in Turkey. Tension between the center and the periphery of the society keeps the bureaucratic elite from directly communicating with the public. Foreign policy is presumed to be a technical topic which requires special expertise and therefore of no interest to the public and political party figures representing the narrow interests of certain cliques within society. This notion has long kept the Ministry autonomous in its actions and unresponsive to the public. First, it legitimizes the exclusive nature of the hard-to-gain expertise of foreign service officials, second it grants these officials immunity from liability of any kind in their actions in foreign policy.

Turkish bureaucrats in general, and foreign service officials in particular, differentiate between the concepts of the state and the government in running state affairs. From the 14th century onwards, the state began to separate itself from the sultan during the Imperial Era. The core functions of the state had been institutionalized as hierarchically organized, strong bureaucratic organizations which operate on an exclusionary logic of the adab (manner) tradition. According to this logic, the well-being of the state has been prioritized over the welfare of the society. The expectations of the society have been subjugated to an ambiguous concept of national interests. In other words, the organizational culture of the Ministry has been informed by not only the institution of diplomacy, but also state traditions exclusive to Turkish political life.

Drawing upon the deliberations in the preceding paragraphs, the rest of the article discusses the Turkish experience in a mental model of two consecutive phases of technology enactment process and the transformation of organizational culture.

TECHNOLOGY ENACTMENT PROCESS

The Ministry is a traditional public organization that is broadly organized and functions in line with the principles of Weberian bureaucracy. The main function of the Ministry is to conduct the foreign policy of the Turkish government. The Ministry has its headquarters in Ankara, five representational offices across Turkey, and more than 220 diplomatic missions worldwide. The number of missions has increased by approximately 40% from 2000 to 2015, following the policies of reaching out to Africa and Latin America, as well as other proactive initiatives, that required active involvement in foreign policy dialogues with the governments and the peoples of other states. The total number of foreign service staff is 6414, 20% of whom are career officials, 13% consular and administrative officials, and the rest advisors, clerical and technical staff employed both at the headquarters and diplomatic missions. For the purpose of this study, career as well as consular and administrative officials are categorized as foreign service officials.

The Ministry has had a certain degree of familiarity with technology over the course of many decades. The need to process diverse and large volumes of information over different time zones and vast geographical spaces, and simultaneously ensure secrecy in work processes, encouraged the Ministry to establish a cipher bureau in the early years of the Republic and widely used the telephone and telegraph in the following decades. The first facsimile machine and few personal computers were introduced in the 1980s. In spite of a general awareness about the role of ICT in diplomacy, however, technology was only a part of the office routine of typing and transmitting information. Foreign service officials have been poorly skilled in handling technologies because clerical staff and technicians would carry out those tasks on their behalf. A
A review of memoirs of Turkish diplomats having served since the 1920s provides no reference to personal experiences involving communication technologies in either their public or private accounts. Challenges and opportunities that recent advances in ICT introduced to the profession of diplomacy, as well as the diffusion of ICT through Turkish society and public administration, encouraged the Ministry to treat technology appropriation as an organizational policy priority from the mid-2000s. This approach gained further momentum with the e-Government Initiative. The early introduction of ICT into the Ministry has been a typical practice of imitating similar practices of other foreign ministries to reduce the uncertainty dominating the organizational field of diplomacy. Foreign service officials curiously observed the ways other institutions deal with ICT in workplaces, and adapted those ICT practices which may be of some use in diplomatic communication within and across the Ministry. The first successful initiative was a consular project designed and implemented at the Turkish Consulate General in Chicago in the early 2000s. The project involved designing and implementing a consular website providing information for citizens and international visa applicants, an online mailbox to be attended regularly by consular clerks, and a modest office network to enable consular clerks to process consular applications in a system of networked computers.

The Ministry today provides ICT-supported public service to approximately six million Turkish nationals and many more internationals worldwide. Various forms of ICT-supported work systems and social media technologies have been added to the Ministry’s technology basket. The hardware includes approximately six thousand computers (30% at the headquarters and 70% in the diplomatic missions), and approximately 700 physical and digital service providers worldwide. The Ministry currently operates an integrated network of multi-modular software applications, namely INTRANET (Dişnet), CONSULAR-NET (Konsolosluk.net), MEMLEMETIM PORTAL, DOC-ARCHIVE (Belge-Arşiv), BUDGET PROGRAMME (Bütçe Programı), DIP-

The rapid diffusion of ICT and social media technologies throughout Turkish society has brought about new opportunities for public organizations to obtain information, familiarize themselves with new professional networks, and engage in trans-boundary relations independent of the Ministry. Furthermore, social media technologies such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, podcasts, Internet TV and blogging are increasingly becoming indispensable components of the Ministry’s ICT technology basket. The Ministry issued an organizational circular in 2012 which required high ranking bureaucrats and heads of mission to use Facebook and Twitter actively for official purposes, to regularly inform their peers and the public about the foreign policy priorities of the Turkish government. Social media technologies diffused quickly among foreign service officials at all levels. Those tools carry all the communication advantages of advanced ICT, such as being cost-effective, widely used, user friendly, and were already embedded in various social networks with high social capital for diplomats.

In the Turkish case, the technology enactment process exhibits dynamic characteristics from the beginning to the present. First of all, it was a top-down process. Ideas were formed in the minds of a group of technology-enthusiast bureaucratic leaders, technological choices were made exclusively by those bureaucratic leaders, and then put into use in accordance with instructions issued by the Information Technologies Department. In the early phases of the process, there were no prior consultations with foreign service officials, who were the main users of those technologies. The Department was not only closed to prior consultations but also feedback from users. Communication was limited to those installing ICT in workplaces. Otherwise, all users’ complaints remained within the confines of offices. The Department’s attitude can partly be explained by one-way communication dominating the organizational culture of the Ministry, and partly by a pragmatic policy choice of bureaucratic leaders to guard nascent reforms from discouraging critics. The Ministry has recently changed this attitude, with growing success stories in the technology enactment process over the last decade. The Information Technologies Department seems more ea-
ger today to interact with foreign service officials in designing and developing new ICT than before. It does consultations and receives feedback through questionnaires, online platforms for informal exchange of ideas among users, face-to-face consultations and brainstorming sessions.

Second, technologies available in the market initially constituted the main source of ICT reforms in the Ministry. The technology market has continuously been monitored for opportunities to improve the technological software used in the Ministry. Bureaucratic leaders observed the current of technological developments and determined the way forward.25 Priorities in the technology enactment process are continuously re-molded in accordance with opportunities that innovative ICT may offer. The consular projects were top priority in the early stages of the process. Later, attention was paid to the office document management, archive, digital engagement with the public and later to various other fields which had been unimaginable or impossible to realize two decades ago. Since 2010, the Ministry accelerated the ICT appropriation with a multi-modular approach and organization-wide blanket applications. In addition, one could observe a process of ICT hardware updates, network expansion worldwide, and the renovation of physical premises to reflect the new technology-enhanced make-up of the Ministry, both at the headquarters and in diplomatic missions abroad.

Technologies available on the market have been tailored for the work processes of the Ministry and the public services it delivers. Technologies obtained in the market were, in Fountain’s terms, “objective” technologies existing independent of the ways the staff at the Ministry use them. The objective technologies were re-designed, developed, and adapted to the organizational goals, structure, and institutional particularities of the Ministry. Efforts toward technology design and development included various consultations between bureaucratic leaders from within and ICT vendors and consultants outside the Ministry. At the early stages of the reform process, the bureaucratic leaders used to approach local and international consultants to develop ICT suitable for the Ministry’s work processes. Today, the Ministry receives numerous project proposals from local ICT consultants to be incorporated into its work processes.

Third, the Ministry has applied various policies in order to ensure the faithful and widespread appropriation of ICT by foreign service officials over the last five years. Those policies include actively monitoring and recording ICT-related trends and statistics in work processes, intervening if those trends indicate directions other than those desired, stimulating staff members through reward systems (punishment of deviant practices, rewarding appropriate practices), providing in-service training and regular updates on ICT developments with special attention to success stories, and effective leadership in encouraging foreign service officials to contribute to the design and development of ICT. Among those methods, the most effective one is constant monitoring of ICT uses and delivering warnings for deviant behaviors, since no staff member would like to be singled out for not complying with rules and procedures that are already in place and widely observed at the Ministry.

Last, effective leadership is another important characteristic of the technology enactment process at the Ministry. For the purpose of this study, effective leadership is interpreted as personal efforts and a remarkable level of devotion of a group of senior bureaucratic leaders in advancing ICT reforms at the Ministry. Those bureaucratic leaders constitute the driving force behind technological reforms put in place at the Ministry. Bureaucratic leaders are personally involved in preaching the advantages of employing technologies in work processes, and took part in technology development and design processes.26 Those leaders were initially accessible only to those who would like to take part in the technology development efforts. The author recalls email exchanges she had with the ICT team when installing the consular software at the Turkish Consulate in Melbourne in 2003. The ICT team was accessible for all enquiries and exchange of ideas on how to install and activate the consular application. She also recalls the personal involvement of then-Consul General Koru in Chicago in overcoming challenges originating from the poor Internet infrastructure at the local level when creating the website of the Turkish Embassy in Addis Ababa in 2004. From this case, one may notice the selective nature of interaction between bureaucratic leaders and foreign service officials. The former group cooperates with those who exert efforts in advancing the technology enactment process of the Ministry.

One may draw the conclusion from the Turkish technology enactment experience that, unlike the common misconception that bureaucrats constitute an impediment in the incorporation of information technologies into organizations, they have in fact played a critical role in technological reforms at the Ministry. This confirms the proposition that senior civil servants are not an impediment to organizational changes; rather they may become key players in government reforms. High-level bureaucrats are in a better position to work out details of critical importance to the success of techno-
logical reforms, and play a significant role in the enactment framework by combining deep tacit knowledge of policy and administrative processes with deep understanding of public service and the constraints it imposes on potential design choices for new ICT.

Following the technology enactment phase, foreign service officials gradually experienced changes in intra-organizational relations both at the horizontal and vertical levels, relations with other organizations, as well as in their interactions with the domestic and foreign publics. With Schein’s levels of organizational culture and Batora’s propositions about the organizing principles of foreign ministries in mind, the following section will discuss those changes under four sub-headings: hierarchy, secrecy, one-way communication with the public, and the notion of the survival of the state.

**TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE**

**Hierarchy**

Foreign service officials act in bureaucracies and networks simultaneously. The Ministry carries out policy-making in bureaucracy, and cooperating and coordinating diplomatic tasks in cross-agency networks at the national and international levels. These two forms of organizing require different logics of operation, a model of top-down decision-making and implementation through unitary chain of command in the former, and a model of horizontal decentralization and coordination in the latter. However, foreign service officials tend to apply the logic of hierarchy to all forms of engagement within and outside the organization. This is even more so when it comes to the Ministry’s relations with the business community in Turkey. Therefore, the interplay between ICT and the organizational form will be discussed with special attention paid to the Ministry’s experience in collaborative networks.

The formal organizing form of the Ministry is hierarchy, with a clear line of authority and non-permeable walls separating departmental jurisdictions from one another. This form of organization has long been a source of prestige among foreign service officials who refer to the so-called “clockwork functioning” of the organization, the precision of which is comparable to that of the Turkish army. Hierarchical organizing provides predictability and stability to large-scale organizations with a considerable volume of routine tasks, in the Ministry’s case, routine diplomatic correspondence and consular services. However, it falls short in handling emerging collaborative engagement across networks and democratic demands from within and outside the Ministry for effective public relations, transparency, and accountability.

The initial design and development of ICT programs, particularly DOC-ARCHIVE, BUDGET PROGRAM, and INTRANET, included features reflecting the existing line of bureaucratic hierarchy. A director was supposed to receive documents related to the jurisdiction of his/her departments via DOC-ARCHIVE, and distribute them to individual desk officers in their units who administer a particular file. Desk officers produce appropriate outputs and submit them electronically to their closest supervisors, who would send them further up in the hierarchy to finalize the document. Following the formal line of authority, the document would reach the appropriate level and be endorsed to send to its final destination outside the Ministry. All official documents except for those classified above the level of “restricted” are processed through DOC-ARCHIVE.

In practice, however, the majority of directors request clerical staff to print all incoming documents that need to be processed. These directors review each document, tasking a desk officer to process them, and place appropriate instructions on printed documents. Clerical staff members then take marked documents to desk officers, who process them electronically and transfer printed documents to the closest supervisor for revision, endorsement or referral to an official of higher rank on the same jurisdictional line of authority. At the final stage, a desk officer electronically signs documents on behalf of the authorizing official and sends them to their final destination outside the Ministry, with printed and initialed copies kept in files. In addition, BUDGET PROGRAM has been in use for a limited number of staff in charge of financial affairs. The experience of those staff members is similar to that of those using DOC-ARCHIVE. Due to the regulations which require printed copy of documents with original signatures, the users of BUDGET PROGRAM complain about a cumbersome process of multiple printings, signings, and then sending documents to their final destinations by regular post.

On the other hand, communications regarding administrative issues strictly related to the functioning of the Ministry, including relations between staff members and the human resources department, have been carried out electronically with no printed papers involved. In addition, any communication calling for technical assistance for ICT use and maintenance of office machines is done electronically with no paperwork required.
The maintenance of beliefs, values, and practices producing hierarchical relations require routine face-to-face communication. A director needs to see subordinates visiting his/her office on a regular basis to receive instructions, consult on how to process documents, and reassure one’s loyalty to the superior. It is necessary for subordinates to secure the trust of the superior, to learn from the master the subtleties of diplomacy and to become acculturated into the community of foreign service officials. Routine conversations during the processing of foreign policy documents between superiors and subordinates carry the tenets of hierarchy as one of the basic assumptions of the organizational culture. Therefore, although DOC-ARCHIVE offers faster and more efficient ways of conducting business, foreign service officials resist using DOC-ARCHIVE in accordance with its original guidelines. However, they are more apt to use ICT in administrative and technical communications through INTRA-NET, since those applications are related to secondary matters (though not necessarily less important), which fall under the jurisdiction of departments such as the Information Technologies Department, the Human Resources Department or the Financial and Administrative Department. This experience illustrates differences between objective and enacted technologies, and unexpected outcomes of the technology enactment process.

From this analysis, one may argue that political departments play a critical role in producing, maintaining and modifying the notion of hierarchy at the Ministry. Foreign policy issues are handled in these departments. The notion of hierarchy is strongly experienced through face-to-face communication between superiors and subordinates working for those departments. These observations illustrate differences in the appropriation of ICT in processing foreign policy-related documents and carrying out administrative and technical applications. Foreign service officials resist using DOC-ARCHIVE in the fastest and most efficient way while almost fully complying with guidelines in using INTRA-NET. The organizational culture of prioritizing political issues over technical ones prevents staff members from fully utilizing DOC-ARCHIVE while endorsing the use of other programs.

Another dimension of hierarchy at the Ministry is the hierarchical relationship between the headquarters and diplomatic missions abroad. Diplomatic missions are subordinated to the headquarters in their conduct of foreign policy processes. The introduction to diplomatic missions of ICT increased the frequency, speed and volume of correspondence between the headquarters and diplomatic missions. Particularly DOC-ARCHIVE, CONSULAR-NET and E-VISA enable diplomatic missions to directly communicate and exchange documents, not only with the headquarters, but also with other public organizations, such as the Ministry of Interior Affairs and the Ministry of Labor and Social Security, and the autonomous branches of those organizations. In addition, diplomatic missions have secured access to the national data banks of records of birth, death and marriages, as well as penal records of Turkish citizens. An increase in the frequency and speed of communication between diplomatic missions has reduced downtime and narrowed geographical distances between various agencies. While the headquarters’ control and monitoring over diplomatic missions has increased, the latter has secured more freedom of action in proceeding with their routine tasks. The headquarters receives daily activity reports from missions, carrying out all communications and providing instructions in response to emerging new conditions more quickly. Diplomatic missions don’t need to wait for days for a response or confirmation from the headquarters, which has reduced significantly the reaction time of missions in responding to rapidly emerging foreign policy issues in host countries.

The third dimension of hierarchy at the Ministry is related to the perceived hierarchical relations between the Ministry and other public organizations. This dimension falls in the category of networks as a form of organization. Foreign service members have maintained a hierarchical professional culture which prioritizes the realm of foreign policy over areas that fall in the jurisdiction of other public organizations. This cultural attitude stems partly from the profession of diplomacy, and partly from the Ottoman and Republican state traditions which equate foreign policy to security policy. Foreign service officials identify themselves as the guardians of an upper realm in state affairs and display corresponding organizational behaviors in the public sphere. This practice perpetuated a hierarchical relationship between the Ministry and other public organizations. Despite the law, which does not decree a relational hierarchy between the Ministry and other

**Since diplomacy is treated as a delicate art of negotiations, senior foreign service officials are considered masters from whom subordinates should learn necessary qualifications.**
Ministries which carry out the core functions of the state, the former has sustained a culture of hierarchical relations by exclusively mediating relations between the national and the international, producing strictly formal correspondences with other public organizations, paying special attention to meticulous customs in face-to-face engagement with those outside the Ministry and, most importantly, displaying an image of a class of foreign service officials with distinct high culture.

However, the rapid diffusion of ICT and social media technologies throughout Turkish society has brought about new opportunities for public organizations to obtain information, familiarize themselves with new professional networks, and engage in trans-boundary relations independent of the Ministry. This is most evident in the cases of the Ministry of Interior Affairs and the Ministry of Economy and Treasury, which have made efforts to provide linguistic, professional and cultural training for staff members to pursue ministerial tasks at the international level. With the emergence of new opportunities that have been seized by other public organizations, the facilitator role of the Ministry has decreased dramatically since the 1990s, and reduced it to the level of a post office, where formal correspondence is transmitted without any involvement in the substance of the jurisdictions of other public organizations.

The Ministry has faced challenges in conducting business as usual, and has had to revise its hierarchical engagement with other public organizations. As a remedy to this, the introduction of ICT to work processes at the Ministry provided an interesting opportunity for foreign service officials to transform relations with other public organizations from self-perceived hierarchy to collaborative network relations that provide the Ministry with the upper hand in reaping social capital from those networks. The Ministry has actively promoted the extension of its software service networks to other public organizations. It signed protocols to implement DOC-ARCHIVE in the Office of President, the Ministry for EU Affairs, and the Under Secretariat for Defense Industries. The Ministry produces organizational replicas by transferring those technologies to other public organizations, and creating collaborative networks. Cooperation with other public organizations not only makes ICT reforms sustainable within the Ministry, but also encourages further ICT reforms and legitimizes demands for more funds for new software programs. The Ministry uses ICT as strategic products to be tradable for securing the partnership of other organizations, creating networks and most importantly reclaiming dominance in the knowledge field of foreign policy and technological innovation in the public sector. Although the new form of relations between the Ministry and other public organizations is far from being hierarchical today, it still displays a characteristic where the Ministry re-defines its role as a “hub agency” playing a unique, innovative and indispensable role in the public sector. This, in turn, reinforces the self-perception among foreign service officials of being a distinctive community with exclusive qualities in the public sector.

Secrecy

Following the line of Batora, secrecy is taken as a basic assumption of the Ministry's organizational culture. The interplay between ICT and secrecy will be discussed in terms of access to information and information security. Both dimensions are governed by the traditional need-to-know principle, which implies that an officer has access only to those files that directly concern his/her daily work. Access to information within the Ministry is regulated through strict rules and procedures. Information is compartmentalized within departments. Each department adamantly guards the boundaries of its jurisdiction and pays particular attention to avoiding infringements from within and outside the Ministry. Information is managed and archived by authorized foreign service officials working at those departments with corresponding jurisdictions. Information exchange between departments is made through a written request that is drafted by the department requesting information and authorized by high-ranking officials in the line of authority. Holding information and expertise on a foreign policy topic is a source of power for individual foreign service officials, therefore the need-to-know principle is strictly adhered to at all levels in the bureaucratic hierarchy. Individual foreign service officials traditionally prefer a minimum level of disclosure of foreign policy information to the lowest number of authorized officials from within and outside the Ministry.

Information security constitutes the external dimension of secrecy. Official correspondence between the Ministry and diplomatic missions abroad is conducted through secured communication lines. Information is secured because of the sensitivity of the content that is related to the national interests of the state, a moral responsibility to keep any confidential information belonging to other states, or a precaution to avoid leaking information which may call into question the legitimacy of the Ministry. Risk avoidance is a policy choice resulting from the need-to-know principle at the Ministry. If there is high risk in using a certain communication method, then it is avoided for the sake of information security.
The introduction of ICT to work processes at the Ministry has not changed the appearance of traditional rules and procedures on the management of and access to information within the Ministry. Information is still compartmentalized among various departments, and access to information depends on a written authorization. However, the boundaries of information to be disclosed within the Ministry have been re-drawn to allow the construction of semi-permeable walls within and outside the Ministry. The volume of unrestricted information increases as their contents are disclosed by other sources than foreign ministries in mainstream or social media. Most of the time, an outbreak of armed conflict elsewhere in the world is disclosed in the mainstream or social media hours before a secured correspondence is completed between a particular diplomatic mission abroad and the headquarters in Ankara. Therefore, foreign service officials have relaxed internal access to information, and become willing to share more information with other stakeholders.

A gradual policy change could be observed in information security at the Ministry over the last two decades. It was a change from risk avoidance to risk management. In the past, the Ministry would communicate confidential information via the cipher bureau, in which diplomatic cables were coded, transmitted through the communication lines to the final destination, and decoded for foreign service officials to read the content of the cable. Today, the cipher bureau is still in use for confidential information. However, as the volume of unrestricted information sent electronically has increased dramatically, so has the risk of leaking information to unauthorized third parties. Instead of banning the use of ICT and social media technologies, the Ministry applies a policy of free usage of electronic communications on the condition that users strictly follow information security guidelines. Drawing on lessons learned from the WikiLeaks scandal involving the disclosure of sensitive foreign policy information of the U.S. State Department, Deputy Foreign Minister Koru has stated that such leaks could happen any time in any country, including Turkey, and no one can claim that their country will not ever face such challenges. The purpose of the information security policy of the Ministry is not to eradicate the possibility of leakages, but to minimize such incidents.

The Ministry’s risk management policy has three dimensions: first, the Board of Response to Cyber Incidents was established to assess risks arising in cyberspace and formulate measures to be taken in handling cyber incidents in 2013. The Board comprises high-ranking foreign service officials and representatives of the Information Technologies Department. It plays a critical role in reviewing the Ministry’s current communication infrastructure and developing guidelines and procedures to be followed to minimize the impacts of cyber incidents. One may observe an institutionalization process involving rules and procedures on how to reduce unauthorized disclosure of foreign policy information, and deal with cyber incidents related to the diffusion of ICT within the Ministry and missions abroad. Second, the Ministry’s Information Technologies Department often issues circular notes in which foreign service officials are requested to be extra careful in communicating foreign policy information, and to be vigilant in bringing to the Department’s attention any infringement of the Ministry’s communication infrastructure. The Information Technologies Department deals with thousands of cyber attacks each day. Third, the Ministry takes an active role in drafting national laws and regulations on cyber security, proactively sharing its experience on cyber security with other public organizations, and promoting international cooperation between Turkish authorities and international organizations, such as the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams (FIRST), and the Task Force-Computer Security Incident Response Teams/Trusted Introducer (TF-CSIRT/TI). The Ministry hosted the D-8 Information Technologies Workshop in Ankara in April 2014, and facilitated the conduct of the International Cyber Shield Exercise in Istanbul in May 2014.

Furthermore, the concept of risk management enabled bureaucratic leaders to put into action the long awaited E-ARCHIVE project, in which documents in the diplomatic archive covering the period of 1919-2008 are declassified and re-catalogued for the public eye. The introduction of ICT into the diplomatic archive enabled foreign service officials to get key documents in a shorter period of time and assess current foreign policy issues with sound background knowledge. In addition, E-ARCHIVE is used to facilitate the re-branding of the existing paper-based diplomatic archive and institutionalize public access to digitalized documents. This allows the Ministry to reinforce its position as a hub agency in the knowledge field on the foreign policy of Turkey.

One-Way Communication with the Public

The historical evolution of Turkish diplomacy resulted in a centralized public communication function in foreign ministries. All messages were drafted and disseminated by the Department of Information at the headquarters. In addition, the communication style between the state and the public has usually been one-way and ex-post in nature. In other words, the public was informed only if it was deemed necessary by the state, and only
after events occurred. There have been no channels for state consultation with the public in the process of foreign policy-making or implementation.

The introduction of ICT to work processes at the Ministry has influenced communication patterns in interactions among foreign service officials as well as their communication style with the public. In this article, it is assumed that the communication style of foreign service officials with the public is strictly related to and influenced by intra-organizational communication patterns of work processes at the Ministry. Therefore, both dimensions are discussed within this section.

As to intra-organizational communication, one may observe two lines of communication simultaneously operating among foreign service officials at the organizational level. The first one is the formal communication line that follows the line of authority and regulating processes involving foreign policy decision-making. The second is the informal communication line in which the formal line of authority has been mostly ignored. Informal conversations dominate the discourse and play a complementary role to the formal communication line involving foreign policy decision-making and a much greater role in administrative decision-making. In the latter form of communication, a network of people with converging interests is in operation. These informal networks are constituted of people with similar educational background, familial ties, political and religious affiliations or a constructive work experience, generating personal trust. Participants interact with one another as long as social capital in the networks serves their individual interests.

In both formal and informal communication lines, an authoritative-benevolent tone prevails in the language of superiors while a submissive and reverent tone is the norm on the side of subordinates. The converging attitudes of benevolent authoritarianism and subservience originate from socioeconomic environments, such as family structure, education, and state traditions, where the mode of master-apprenticeship is the primary source of socialization and organizational learning. Organizations replicate authority structures of families where fathers acquire the highest level of authority and others occupy lower levels. The education system perpetuates those tendencies in families and in society.

In addition, the mode of master-apprenticeship plays a critical role in socialization and organizational learning at the Ministry. Since diplomacy is treated as a delicate art of negotiations, senior foreign service officials are considered masters from whom subordinates should learn necessary qualifications. It is the duty of subordinates to create a trustworthy environment by exerting the highest quality of service, and showing absolute loyalty to superiors to obtain valuable insights about the art of diplomacy. This mode accentuates the hierarchy in communication between superiors and subordinates at the Ministry.

The introduction of ICT to work processes at the Ministry has had an impact on the mode of master-apprenticeship as the primary source of socialization and organizational learning. With more information readily available online both within and outside the Ministry, information is suddenly freed from the tight grip of a few foreign service officials holding key positions in the organization. The conditionality between access to valuable information and absolute loyalty to superiors has eased to a considerable extent that no longer defines vertical relations in the formal lines of authority. The reduction of the master-apprenticeship mode paved the way for previously unimaginable constructive exchanges of ideas through the horizontal and vertical lines of authority. Therefore, the hierarchy-informed communication style among foreign service officials has gradually given way to a two-way communication, in which both superiors and subordinates constructively exchange views without evoking a sense of threat or challenge to superiors.

Organizational patterns of communication among foreign service officials are similar to their communication style with the public, both at the national and international levels. In the mind of Turkish foreign service officials, the traditional media landscape positions the Ministry at the center of the communication network. The public receives messages crafted and disseminated unilaterally by the Ministry in a one-way and ex-post fashion. This model of communication between the Ministry and the public has been profoundly challenged by the new media landscape painted by Shirky. In order to adapt to the new media landscape, bureaucratic leaders encouraged foreign service officials to use social media technologies in crafting messages for the public, with a particular interest being vested in input from the public. The use of social media has diffused rapidly throughout various departments and diplomatic missions. Social media technologies provide foreign service officials with the opportunity to present the contributions they have made in foreign policy processes, enabling them to interact with colleagues around the world, exchanging experiences on how to put into practice foreign policy instructions received from the Ministry, and most importantly, attracting attention to their personal attributes, preferences and knowledge.
The introduction of ICT, particularly software such as E-VISA and CONSULAR-NET, as well as social media portals and technologies such as MEMLEKETIM PORTAL, Facebook and Twitter, formed online communication lines with the public, both domestically and internationally. The Public Diplomacy Department was formed in 2010 in order to deal with input from the public, and to coordinate the public diplomacy initiatives of diplomatic missions abroad, as well as the headquarters’ public relations. Diplomatic missions are requested to take into account the public diplomacy dimension of their activities, and regularly report on diplomatic activities involving public diplomacy and advocacy initiatives since 2012. The Human Resources Department and the Diplomacy Academy offer a diverse set of in-service training for foreign service officials. Those courses involve seminars and workshops to improve the communication and public engagement skills of foreign service officials. The burgeoning literature refers to the potential of generating soft power through an active engagement with the public. This has raised awareness among foreign service officials about the benefits of constructively engaging with the public. The creation of new channels has enabled the public to contribute to foreign policy processes by conveying their requests and expectations in advance, and constituting viable public pressure on foreign service officials, among others, on policy choices available.

The two-way communication emerging out of the technology enactment process indicates the change of mind-set among foreign service officials. Although the Ministry occupies a central position in the media landscape in the thinking of foreign service officials, it no longer displays characteristics of outdated hierarchical relationships between a dominating organization and a passive audience. The public is now considered an active and legitimate contributor to foreign policy processes. Furthermore, the dismantling of the model of master-apprenticeship as a form of socialization and organizational learning accelerates social media-enhanced communication trends suitable to the new media landscape.

The well-being of the state will depend on a complex re-assessment involving the past, present and future of Turkish society, with a particular emphasis on the well-being of society at present.

The Notion of the Survival of the State

The idea that foreign policy is supra-political was rendered untenable following socio-political changes in Turkish society. Those changes include the pro-active involvement of the AKP government in foreign policy processes, the decoupling of foreign and security policies with the emergence of economic factors as a key determinant in policy choices, the rise of interest in foreign policy issues in society in general, and among think tanks and universities in particular, since the 1990s. Those changes influenced the Ministry in two ways: first, actors influencing foreign policy processes increased in number. The Ministry now needs to coordinate foreign policy processes with various actors ranging from business associations to influential lobby groups. Second, those actors have become more influential in determining particular policy choices serving their interests. For instance, foreign policy papers are regularly published by the Turkish Industry and Business Association (TUSIAD), Independent Industrialists and Businessmen Association (MUSIAD), and the Turkish Confederation of Businessmen and Industrialists (TUSKON). Those papers inform the public about the business priorities of those associations and offer policy suggestions for the Government. Third, the diffusion of democratic ideals through Turkish society forces public organizations to be accountable to and receptive of demands from the public.

In the new socio-political environment, foreign service officials are encouraged to become constructive interlocutors negotiating with the public in working out particular foreign policy choices. Therefore, in this social context it is rather difficult to identify how ICT influences the tenet of foreign policy as being supra-political, within a socio-political environment which has already undergone radical transformation over recent decades. However, one may observe that ICT provided the Ministry with ample opportunities to constructively engage with other public organizations through technology and data transfer and joint use of software such as INTRA-NET, E-VISA and CONSULAR-NET. These newly forged collaborative networks reinforce the Ministry’s role as the leading public organization mediating relations between public organizations and their peers internationally, as well as its primary role in foreign policy processes at the domestic level. In addition, there are new avenues available for engagement with influential actors in Turkish society. The Ministry effectively uses its valuable expertise and information by allowing the
public to access the information it holds. Furthermore, as in the case of E-ARCHIVE, the Ministry recalibrates foreign service officials by encouraging them to use social media technologies in public engagement, and by providing in-service training to improve their communication and negotiation skills. The Ministry actively weaves networks which may contribute to its adaptation to the changing socio-political environment.

However, the introduction of ICT to the Ministry has not made a noticeable difference in the mind-set of foreign service officials in differentiating between the concepts of the state and the government. Foreign service officials keep believing that the state is permanent and sacred, while governments are temporary and may change in parliamentary elections. This traditional line of thinking has increasingly been questioned from within and outside the Ministry over the last two decades. In fact, the well-being of the state will depend on a complex re-assessment involving the past, present and future of Turkish society, with a particular emphasis on the well-being of society at present. It would not be mistaken to conclude that the Ministry has become more responsive to public opinion and the views of other stakeholders involving foreign policy processes following recent social and political changes in Turkish society and rapid changes in the communication capacity of individuals, thanks to the diffusion of ICT through societies at the national and international levels.

CONCLUSION

The introduction of ICT to work processes at the Ministry was based upon the conscious decision of a group of computer-enthusiast senior foreign service officials. The underlying motivation for this initiative was to adapt the Ministry to the rapidly changing socio-political environment, and secure dominance in the information field of foreign policy of Turkey. The technology enactment framework provides a useful analytical tool to examine those processes involving technological reforms in public organizations. It enables the research to focus on processes involving mutually constitutive interactions between technology and organizational culture.

The continuous introduction of ICT to work processes in the Ministry has resulted in a gradual transformation in the basic assumptions of the organizational culture over recent decades. Noticeable changes have arisen in the communication style of foreign service officials with the public and their approach towards cross-agency collaborative work. Although a certain degree of change is observed in the notion of the survival of the state, it is difficult to identify the extent to which those changes emanate from ICT, and the extent to which those changes are related to the transformation of the socio-political environment in Turkish society.

This case study contributes to the literature in three areas: first, it enriches the literature, which lacks case studies involving interactions between technology and public organizations. Second, while providing insights on some aspects of the technology enactment process of the Ministry, it calls for new questions on the roles of ICT in foreign policy processes as well as the public diplomacy of Turkey. It invites students of public diplomacy and foreign policy to carry out comparative analyses on the adaptation processes of foreign ministries to the emerging information society. Last but not least, this article tests the explanatory power of the technology enactment framework applied to analyses involving interactions between technology and public organizations. Students of public diplomacy and ICT studies are encouraged to engage further in the basic premises of the main argument in this article through alternative studies in public organizations and diplomacy.

APPENDIX

INTRANET is a software application designed to provide standardized and up-to-date information to foreign service officials employed at the headquarters and diplomatic missions abroad. It also allows staff members to process routine human resource-related applications online. There are online platforms where staff members may exchange ideas, and coordinate group actions.

CONSULAR-NET is the earliest and the most advanced technology application. It includes a website and a secured software application which allows integrated information processing by all the Turkish Consulates worldwide. CONSULAR-NET has multiple functions: first, it provides citizens abroad with pragmatic and procedural information on consular matters. It provides those services through websites, call centers, mailboxes and consular TV. Second, Turkish citizens are able to fill out certain consular applications online and complete those processes without being present in person at the Consulate. Third, it links Turkish Consulates to the headquarters and key public organizations such as the Ministry of Interior Affairs, the Ministry of Justice, and the Ministry of Labor and Social Security, and in doing so, enables fast and secure data transfer between those public organizations. While it used to
take up to three months to issue a penal certificate for an applicant through a paper-based correspondence between diplomatic missions abroad and the law enforcement authorities in Turkey, it takes only 2-3 minutes today to provide this service, thanks to the online access of Consulates through CONSULAR-NET to the database of those authorities.

MEMLEKETIM PORTAL is a web-based social networking site for Turkish nationals abroad and those of Turkish and Turkic background around the world. The portal aims to build stronger communication ties within the Turkish diaspora and enhance their connection with and interest in Turkey. It includes a web-based communication network, online shopping, e-education, youth programs, and a Turkish FM online radio channel disseminating the most up-to-date information about cultural, economic and political life in Turkey. Since it launched in early 2015, the number of members reached 4733 in total. There are occasional convergences of information to be provided through CONSULAR-NET and MEMLEKETIM PORTAL, since the target audience is the Turkish nationals and Turkish speaking communities around the world. However, the function of the former is more one of official communication between citizens and the state, while the latter is less formal in tone and prioritizes networking building among the target audience.

DOC-ARCHIVE is a web-based document management and archive application. It was designed in 2001 to process documentation and unclassified data transmission between the headquarters and diplomatic missions. The functioning of this application follows the logic of hierarchical authority and a formal communication line. This application oversees the process of drafting documents, sending them for endorsement, endorsing those documents via an e-signature application by an authorized superior, sending the endorsed documents to the designated department or organization, and finally saving the document in the electronic archive. DOC-ARCHIVE constitutes the backbone of the communication and information processing system of the Ministry. Approximately 12 million official documents have been processed and archived electronically since 2001. The application was revised and further developed in 2008 and 2013 to take advantage of technological advances to improve organizational efficiency in information processing and transmission. This application has been replicated for the use of public organizations such as the Secretariat General of the Presidency, the Undersecretariat for Defense Industries, and the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Interior Affairs, the Directorate General for Civil Aviation, and the Secretariat General of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey (Parliament). These organizations use similar document management systems to process information and exchange documents online with the Ministry.

DIPLOMATIC PORTAL is a web-based document management and transmission application launched in July 2013. This application is designed to process electronically formal communication between the Ministry and foreign diplomatic missions in Turkey. It has two properties: a web page which provides up-to-date information about the Turkish foreign policy, diplomatic procedures and ceremonial practices, and an innovative communication channel which allows the drafting and transmission of notes verbales online between foreign diplomatic missions and the Ministry. This application also incorporates an electronic archive, which offers data storage and allows electronic searches. In April 2015, the new face of DIPLOMATIC PORTAL was introduced. It features an interactive platform where information on cultural activities is exchanged regularly between the Ministry and foreign diplomatic missions. The Ministry takes a proactive role by broadcasting news or announcements about its activities, which may be of interest to the diplomatic community in Turkey.

E-VISA is a web-based visa application system launched in April 2013. It provides a simple and straightforward visa application process and service for citizens of approximately 100 countries. This application has so far received encouraging feedback from visa applicants and the business community in Turkey. The Turkish Industry and Business Association (TUSIAD) and the Turkey Information Technology Foundation’s technology award for “e-services from public organizations to citizens” went to the Ministry for its E-VISA application in 2013.

In addition, the Ministry was one of the earliest public organizations to launch an official Internet site in the 1990s. In the following years, diplomatic missions abroad launched individual websites in English and other languages. The websites have been standardized and interconnected to provide a unified frame for disseminating information on Turkish foreign policy since 2010. As part of the standardization process, departments at the headquarters and diplomatic missions abroad have been required to use official email addresses only to be provided by the Ministry.

E-ARCHIVE is another technological initiative that the Ministry has embarked upon. The diplomatic archive of the Turkish state from 1919 - 2008 is kept on the Ministry’s premises. It includes more than 65 million
documents in paper format. Those documents are poorly cataloged and kept in dusty files that are out of reach of the public. To bring those documents to light, the Ministry launched the E-ARCHIVE project in January 2015. More than 200 specialists are taking part in the project. A total of 25 million documents will be scanned and electronically cataloged by the end of 2015. The project is warmly welcomed in Turkey.

ENDNOTES


iii) policy makers, managers and staff members play roles with varying degree of influence in the technology enactment processes.


12. Priority is given to basic assumptions that are related to the most fundamental elements of organizational culture, namely its goals and missions, means to be employed to reach those goals and missions, and organizational identity. Beliefs, values and artefacts are referred to as they contribute to elaborations on the basic assumptions of the organizational culture of the Ministry.


19. While assuming that the Ministry is formed and operates in according to the ideal model of Weberian bureaucracy, it is acknowledged that this simplification falls short of illustrating administrative particularities emanating from the political culture of the Turkish bureaucracy. However, this simplification will be kept in this article to provide an analytically understandable organizational structure in discussions.


34. Akman (2010).
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SPOTLIGHT

Patterns of News Media Consumption and Social Media Use in Turkey

By Aysenur Dal, Erik C. Nisbet and Ali Çarkoğlu

INTRODUCTION

According to the Freedom House organization, press freedom in Turkey has experienced a steady decline over the last five years with its media system moving from being characterized as “partly free” in 2010 to “not free” in 2014 (Freedom House, 2015a). This decline in press freedom has been paralleled in declines of Internet freedom as well, though as the latest 2015 Freedom of the Net report by Freedom House notes, Turkey’s Internet space remains more open and free as compared to its mass press (Freedom House, 2015b). The primary driver of these democratic declines is the Justice & Development Party (AKP) dominated government and President Erdogan. The AKP and President Erdogan have systematically attempted to silence political dissent through the imprisonment of journalists, mass firings of media personnel, issuance of gag orders, intimidation of journalists through prosecution and lawsuits, imposing large fines on media corporations, facilitating the concentration of media ownership in the hands of government supporters, and blocking social media channels such as YouTube or Twitter when anti-government information is made available on their platforms (Corke, Finkel, Kramer, Roberts, Schenkan, 2014). These overt acts of censorship have induced many media outlets to engage in their own self-censorship about political issues, candidates, or events in order to avoid government retribution.

This article moves beyond these macro evaluations of the Turkish media to examine the individual-level media and Internet use behaviors of Turkish citizens within these censored information environments. Our data on Turkish media use comes from a national, face-to-face, general population household survey of Turkey conducted over a six-week period between December 20, 2014 and February 2, 2015 by the authors. The survey population were adults living in the Republic of Turkey (men and women, 18 years or older) selected through a random, clustered sample with stratification applied in two levels based on the total population of the Turkish census region and the urban/rural population within each region, with clusters containing 20 households. The Turkish census agency randomly selected clusters and households for the survey. Survey interviewers contacted 2,111 households with one survey respondent randomly selected within each household without replacement. The response rate was 55% for a total of 1,161 completed survey interviews.

FREQUENCY OF MEDIA USE

Table 1 reports the percentages of respondents who employ each form of media split into three categories of frequency of use: non-users, light users (for whom the frequency of use range from less than once a month to two to three times a week), and heavy users (reporting daily use). Overall, television is the most popular media outlet for respondents followed by the Internet, newspapers and radio. As shown in Table 1, while 3% of
all respondents report no TV use at all, this percentage is 51% for Internet, 47% for newspapers and 84% for radio. About two-thirds (72%) watch TV on a daily basis and about half as many (35%) of all respondents use the Internet every day. About one in five respondents read the newspaper every day (21%). Radio and foreign media are only used by very small percentages of the population.

**TABLE 1: FREQUENCY OF MEDIA USE**
(Percentage of total respondents)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>% of Non-Users</th>
<th>% of Light Users</th>
<th>% of Heavy Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign TV</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Newspapers</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign radio</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ten TV news channels were cited by at least 3% of respondents as their primary source of TV news as listed in Figure 1. The most cited source of TV news was the non-partisan channel Kanal D at 19% of TV viewers that was closely followed by the pro-government TV channel ATV at 18% of TV viewers. Fox, an anti-government channel was selected by 13% of TV viewers and two other pro-government channels, TRT (10% of viewers) and Star TV (5% of viewers), rounded out the top five most popular TV channels for news. Overall, 31% of viewers selected non-partisan TV channels, 36% selected pro-government channels, and 16% selected anti-government channels as their primary source of TV news.

**FIGURE 1: MOST POPULAR TURKISH TV CHANNELS**

Table 2 provides the demographic characteristics of TV news viewers by frequency of use. TV news non-users are younger than heavy TV viewers (48% between 18 and 34 years old), are less educated (13% have some college education or more), are heavily women (71%), have a lower mean household income (1627 TRY), are more likely to identify as Kurdish than the general population (32%), and are highly non-partisan (51% no party
affiliation). In contrast, heavy TV news viewers are older (21% over age 55), are moderately educated (16% with some college or more), have a middle household income (1627 TRY), are of heavily Turkish ethnicity (83%), and lean toward the ruling AKP party (42%). Respondents who watch TV news on less than a daily basis are by far the youngest (58% between 18 and 34 years old), are more likely to be women (55%), are the most educated (23% with some college or more), are ethnically pluralistic (69% Turkish, 27% Kurdish), and are polarized politically with 36% favoring the AKP, 36% favoring opposition parties, and 28% favoring no party.

**TABLE 2: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TV USE SEGMENTS**

(percentage of total respondents)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Category</th>
<th>Frequency of TV Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 18-34 years old</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 35-54 years old</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 55 or more years old</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Men</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Women</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Attainment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Primary education or less</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Secondary or high school</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Some college or more</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Household Income (TR per month)</td>
<td>1627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Household Size (persons)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Household Income Per Person</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Turkish</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Kurdish</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Other</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Reported Muslim Religiosity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Low</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Moderate</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% High</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party Identification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Justice and Development Party (AKP)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Republican Party (CHP)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Nationalist Movement Party (MHP)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Democratic Party (HDP)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Other Party/No party identification</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning to the most popular newspapers by readership depicted in Figure 2, the newspaper most commonly cited by readers as their primary source of news was the non-partisan paper Posta (22% of readers), followed
distantly by the non-partisan Hurriyet (14% of readers). The pro-government Sabah was a close third with 12% of readers selecting it as their primary newspaper source and the anti-government Sozcu (8% of readers) and non-partisan Milliyet (5% of readers) coming in fourth and fifth in popularity. In contrast to TV viewership which is much more partisan, almost half (49%) of newspaper readers selected non-partisan newspapers as their primary source of newspaper news. Also in contrast to TV news where pro-government channels dominated, about equal numbers of newspaper readers selected pro-government (15%) or anti-government (16%) outlets as their primary newspaper.

**FIGURE 2: MOST POPULAR TURKISH NEWSPAPERS**

Table 4 provides the demographic characteristics of our respondents based on their frequency of newspaper use. As for newspaper use, non-readers heavily populate the age extremes (40% between 18 and 34 years old and 25% over 55 years of age). Non-readers are also primarily women (61%), less educated (7% have some college or more), have a low monthly household income (1375 TRY), are more religious (49% high self-reported religiosity), more likely to be Kurdish than the general population (27%), and politically favor the Justice and Development Party (48%). In contrast, daily newspaper readers age distribution resembles the general population, are heavily male (63%), highly educated (36% have some college or more), have a high monthly household income (2432 TRY), have a high percentage of Turkish ethnicity (89%), and lean more toward opposition parties (40%) compared to the AKP (31%). Light newspaper readers for the large part resemble daily readers, except they are not as quite as highly educated (21% have some college or more), have a better gender balance (55% are men), have a moderately high monthly household income (2085 TRY), and are more equally split between favoring opposition parties (36%) and the governing AKP (34%).
TABLE 3: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF NEWSPAPER USE SEGMENTS

(percentage of total respondents)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Category</th>
<th>Frequency of Newspaper Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 18-34 years old</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 35-54 years old</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 55 or more years old</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Men</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Women</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational Attainment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Primary education or less</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Secondary or high school</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Some college or more</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Household Income (TR per month)</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Household Size (persons)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Household Income Per Person</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Turkish</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Kurdish</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Other</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Reported Muslim Religiosity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Low</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Moderate</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% High</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Party Identification</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Justice and Development Party (AKP)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Republican Party (CHP)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Nationalist Movement Party (MHP)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Democratic Party (HDP)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Other Party/No party identification</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Profile of Internet Users

Consistent with the number of Internet users in Turkey according to the latest figures from the World Bank, 49% of our survey respondents reported using the Internet. When split into segments based on their frequency of Internet use, non-users are 51% of survey respondents, heavy (daily users) are 35% of respondents, and light users (less than daily use) are 14% of respondents. On the one hand, based on each segment’s demographic characteristics as provided in Table 4, non-users of the Internet are older (32% over 55), more likely to be women (58%), have lower education (70% primary education or less) with larger household size (3.7 persons on average) and lower monthly household income (1394 TRY). They are also more religious (51%), more likely to be Kurdish than the general population (24%) and supporters of Justice and Development Party (47%). On the other hand, daily users of the Internet in Turkey are young (66% less than 34
years old), more likely to be male (57%), with higher rates of secondary school education (53%) and some college attainment (13%), with smaller household size (3.4) and higher monthly household incomes (2376 TRY). Moreover, daily Internet users tend to report less religiosity (37% with high religiosity), are more likely to identify with being Turkish (87%), People’s Republican Party (21%), Nationalist Movement Party (8%) or no Party at all (29%). Light users overall have a similar profile to that of heavy users but with a higher likelihood of identifying with AKP (40%) and exhibit higher religiosity, with 47% reporting high religiosity.

**TABLE 4: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERNET USE SEGMENTS**

(Percentage of total respondents)
Internet Activities

Internet users were asked how frequently they engage in a variety of online activities. Table 5 provides the frequency percentages among those who engage in nine different activities at least once a month. Based on the survey results, the most popular online activity is using social media platforms such as Facebook or Twitter (63% of light users, 93% of heavy users and 90% of all Internet users). The gap between light and heavy users is wider in the following online activities: downloading or listening to music (66% of light users vs. 86 % of heavy users), downloading or watching videos, movies or TV shows (58% of light users vs. 86% of heavy users), sending or receiving email with friends and family (63% of light users vs. 82% of heavy users), using Internet sources (blogs, websites or social media) for news (49% of light users vs. 68% of heavy users), playing games online (51% of light users vs. 66% of heavy users), posting or commenting on entries on a blog or news website (39% of light users vs. 63% of heavy users), searching for information on political leaders or topics (39% of light users vs. 58% of heavy users) and buying or ordering goods or services (21% of light users vs. 36% of heavy users).

TABLE 5: ONLINE ACTIVITIES ONCE A MONTH OR MORE BY INTERNET USE SEGMENTS

(Percentage of Internet users)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Internet Activity</th>
<th>% of Light Users</th>
<th>% of Heavy Users</th>
<th>% of All Internet Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use online social networking platforms such as Facebook or Twitter</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download or listen to music</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download/watch videos, movies, TV shows</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send/Receive email w/friends and family</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Internet sources (blogs, websites, social media) for news</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play games online</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post comments/entries on blog or news website</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for information on political leaders or topics</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy/order goods or services</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social Media Activities

In order to further investigate the high frequency of using social networking sites (SNS) among different Internet use segments (90% of all Internet users), the survey then asked questions on which SNS platforms respondents use and what kind of specific SNS activities they engage in the most. Among all social media users, Facebook (92% of heavy users), YouTube (61% of heavy users), Twitter (44% of heavy users), and Instagram (27% of heavy users) were the top four social networking sites that respondents report using regularly. When it comes to specific activities, Internet users seem to engage more in information-seeking behaviors than political expression behaviors. Table 6 provides percentages for heavy (use everyday – 47% of all SNS users) and light (use social media two to three times a week or less – 44% of all SNS users) social media users, as well as overall percentages for all regarding their engagement in a total of eight activities at least once a month or more.

Among the four activities listed under information-seeking behaviors, reading news headlines or short news summaries is the most frequent activity (79% of all social media users) with 85% of heavy users reporting...
engaging at least once a month in comparison to 75% of light users. Respondents from both segments exhibit similar majorities in engaging in the next two most frequent information seeking behaviors on social media, looking at videos or images (57% of all SNS users) and reading opinions (56% of all SNS users) about political leaders and issues, once a month or more. The least frequent social media activity is reading messages from, or profiles of, political leaders or parties with only about half of users from both segments reporting engaging at least once a month.

When it comes to political expression via SNS, the percentages of social media users who discuss political issues with others, share news stories or websites automatically and like, post or comment on anything related to politics on SNS at least once a month are all the same (44%). However, unlike the pattern we see in the differences between light and heavy users’ frequency of engagement in information seeking behaviors, light users report engaging in political expression via SNS more than heavy users. In other words, heavy social media users are more active information seekers than expressers regarding political issues.

**TABLE 6: SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM ACTIVITIES ONCE A MONTH OR MORE BY INTERNET USE SEGMENTS**

(percentage of social media users)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Social Media Activity</th>
<th>% of Light Users</th>
<th>% of Heavy Users</th>
<th>% of All Social Media Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information-seeking behaviors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read news headlines or short news summaries</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look at videos or images about political leaders or parties</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read political opinions about political leaders or issues</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read messages from, or profiles of, political leaders or parties</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political expression behaviors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss political issues with others</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share news stories or videos automatically that you view on news websites or blogs</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like, post or comment on anything related to politics, including news stories, opinions, images, or videos</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruit people to get involved with political issues</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**News Attention**

In order to learn about our respondents’ attention to news, we asked them how closely they follow news and information about domestic political (Turkish politics in general) and international (international issues and events) news. About one-quarter (26%) of respondents stated they followed domestic political news extremely or fairly closely, as compared to 16% who stated they did the same for international news. In fact, over half of survey
respondents (52%) replied that they followed international news not at all closely or not too closely. Similarly, a plurality of survey respondents (38%) said they followed domestic political news not at all closely or not too closely.

**TABLE 7: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ATTENTION TO NEWS AND INFORMATION ABOUT TURKISH POLITICS**

(Percentage of total respondents, excluding middle responses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Category</th>
<th>Not at all closely / Not too closely</th>
<th>Fairly closely / Extremely Closely</th>
<th>All Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34 years old</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54 years old</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 or more years old</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Men</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Women</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational attainment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Primary education or less</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Secondary or high school</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Some college or more</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Turkish</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Kurdish</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Other</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muslim Religiosity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Low</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Moderate</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% High</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Party Identification</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Justice and Development Party (AKP)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Republican Party (CHP)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Nationalist Movement Party (MHP)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Democratic Party (HDP)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Other Party/ No party identification</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 7 and 8 provide the demographic breakdowns for who pays and does not pay attention to domestic political and international news. For both domestic politics and international news, about half of the under 34 years of age population does not pay close attention to news and information. Of those who follow both domestic and international political news closely or very closely, two-thirds (67%) are males and primarily identify as Turkish (83%). Those who pay extremely or fairly close attention to domestic and international news tend to be highly educated (30% and 35% have some college or more). Respondents who pay close attention to domestic news
also tend to be somewhat less religious (28% low self-reported Muslim religiosity), and are somewhat more likely to favor opposition parties (39%) than the AKP (36%). However, the split between those who favor the opposition (38%) and those who favor the AKP (37%) is more equitable among those who pay extremely or fairly close attention to international news.

**TABLE 8: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ATTENTION TO NEWS AND INFORMATION ABOUT INTERNATIONAL ISSUES AND EVENTS**

(Percentage of total respondents, excluding middle responses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Category</th>
<th>Not at all closely / Not too closely</th>
<th>Fairly closely / Extremely closely</th>
<th>All Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 18-34 years old</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 35-54 years old</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 55 or more years old</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Men</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Women</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational attainment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Primary education or less</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Secondary or high school</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Some college or more</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Turkish</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Kurdish</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muslim Religiosity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Low</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Moderate</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% High</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Party Identification</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Justice and Development Party (AKP)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Republican Party (CHP)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Nationalist Movement Party (MHP)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Democratic Party (HDP)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Other Party/ No party identification</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Dis)Satisfaction with the Quality of Media in Turkey*

Beyond media use behaviors, we also asked respondents about their level of satisfaction and other attitudes
about the media and Internet in Turkey. In terms of satisfaction with quality of the news media in Turkey, a plurality of all respondents (44%) report being very unsatisfied or unsatisfied, one third (32%) report being neither satisfied nor unsatisfied and one-fourth (25%) report being very satisfied or satisfied. As Table 9 demonstrates, however, AKP supporters do not share the same level of dissatisfaction with supporters of other parties. Unlike CHP (66%), MHP (55%), and HDP (61%) supporters that report being very unsatisfied or unsatisfied with the quality of news media in Turkey, only 27% of AKP supporters rate Turkish news media as unsatisfying.

When the same question is asked regarding websites and social media available in Turkey, a slightly different picture emerges (see Table 10). Although the percentage of those who rate the quality of online media as satisfying is quite close to that of traditional news media (27%), the percentage of respondents who rate it as unsatisfying or very unsatisfying drops by 10% percent (33%). Similarly, AKP supporters have the highest satisfaction rate for the quality of online media in Turkey (38%) in comparison to the ratings of CHP (21%), MHP (16%), and HDP (21%) supporters. Moreover, the overall higher percentages of respondents who report being neither satisfied nor unsatisfied with the perceived quality of online media suggests that respondents are less confident about their evaluations of websites and social media.

TABLE 9: SATISFACTION WITH QUALITY OF NEWS MEDIA IN TURKEY BY PARTY IDENTIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party Identification</th>
<th>Very Satisfied / Satisfied</th>
<th>Neither Satisfied nor Ununsatisfied</th>
<th>Very Unsatisfied / Unsatisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Justice and Develop</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People’s Republican</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Nationalist Move</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Peace and Democracy</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 10: SATISFACTION WITH QUALITY OF INTERNET IN TURKEY BY PARTY IDENTIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party Identification</th>
<th>Very Satisfied / Satisfied</th>
<th>Neither Satisfied nor Ununsatisfied</th>
<th>Very Unsatisfied / Unsatisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Justice and Develop</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People’s Republican</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Nationalist Move</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Democra</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Turkish Media Outlets: Censored or Free?**

Following the questions of perceived quality of media, we asked our respondents whether they think news media and the Internet are censored or free. When asked whether news media is censored or free in Turkey, more than half (53%) of all respondents rate Turkish news media as censored or very censored and only one in four (27%) rate news media as free. However, when party differences are taken into account, as shown in Table 11, AKP supporters demonstrate a stark contrast in their evaluation of the freedom of Turkish news media. While 33% of AKP supporters rate news media in Turkey as very censored or censored, this number goes up to 81% for CHP supporters. Likewise, unlike a plurality (43%) of AKP supporters who believe that news media is free or very free in Turkey, CHP, MHP and HDP supporters demonstrate significantly lower levels of belief in the free-
dom in Turkish news media (11%, 17% and 13% respectively).

**TABLE 11: PERCEIVED NEWS MEDIA FREEDOM IN TURKEY BY PARTY IDENTIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party Identification</th>
<th>Very Censored / Censored</th>
<th>Neither Censored nor Free</th>
<th>Very Free / Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Justice and Development Party (AKP)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Republican Party (CHP)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Nationalist Movement Party (MHP)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Democratic Party (HDP)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In comparison, fewer respondents rate the Internet as censored across party support and Internet use segments. However, similar to their evaluation of news media freedom, AKP supporters constitute the only group that gives high ratings to freedom on the web (46% claim that Internet is not censored in Turkey). Moreover, among Internet use segments, a majority of heavy users (61%) think that Internet is censored in comparison to 52% of light users.

**TABLE 12: PERCEIVED INTERNET FREEDOM IN TURKEY BY PARTY IDENTIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party Identification</th>
<th>Very Censored / Censored</th>
<th>Neither Censored nor Free</th>
<th>Very Free / Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Justice and Development Party (AKP)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Republican Party (CHP)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Nationalist Movement Party (MHP)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% People’s Democratic Party (HDP)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUMMARY**

In summary, the media consumption trends, level of selective exposure to polarized media channels, and polarized attitudes about the quality and openness of the Turkish media and Internet are very consistent with what Hallin and Mancini (2004) would term a polarized pluralist media system (see also Çarkoğlu, Baruh, Yildrum, 2014). Television news dominates as the primary channel of political information, with over 50% of TV news viewers preferring partisan TV channels compared to non-partisan outlets. In contrast, regular newspaper readership is confined to educated and economic elites, representing an “elite to elite” horizontal channel of political communication rather than providing connective tissue between a mass readership and the political system. The partisanship of the TV and newspaper press is reflected in the polarized views of satisfaction with the mass media and opinions on the level of censorship the government exerts over the Turkish press.

In contrast, the level of Internet penetration in Turkey, while below most of Europe, is much higher than other countries in the Middle East/ North Africa region and provides an alternative source of information for audiences in Turkey. Furthermore, social media is highly penetrated among Internet users in Turkey with 88% of Internet users on Facebook, for example, making Turkey the 7th largest population of Facebook users in the world, with an estimated 36.5 million users. This alternative source of political information-seeking and expression is per-
ceived as relatively more open than the media system by Turkish audiences.
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Senem Cevik

Senem Cevik is assistant professor at Ankara University and Tobis Research Fellow at the University of California Irvine Center on Ethics and Morality. She is a fellow with the International Dialogue Initiative (IDI), and a CPD Contributing Scholar, where she is working with the Center on the Rising Soft Power in Emerging Markets initiative. Cevik, co-editor with Philip Seib of Turkey’s Public Diplomacy (Palgrave Macmillan), spoke with CPD about the writing and editing process.

Why is your forthcoming book, Turkey’s Public Diplomacy, crucial reading for students and practitioners of public diplomacy?

There is plenty of popular discussion on Turkey and soft power, however, there is not enough scholarly work on Turkey’s public diplomacy practice, the motivations and tools to consolidate soft power. Turkey’s Public Diplomacy aims to put Turkey’s engagement across the globe and the Middle East into a broader perspective. We try to answer the question of what Turkey is doing, why, and how. This book provides an overall assessment of Turkey’s public diplomacy practice, its prospects and challenges. Anyone with an interest in the Middle East and Turkey’s regional role can benefit from the discussions in this book.

Why was this project meaningful to you on a personal level?

Turkey’s Public Diplomacy is the first scholarly work on this subject, and I am honored to be the co-editor of this volume with Professor Philip Seib. I hope that with this project we can generate some domestic and international discussion on Turkey’s public diplomacy and offer a roadmap for practitioners in Turkey. This book may also help generate academic interest in Turkey’s public diplomacy practice.

If you could recommend one book on Turkey to non-Turkish readers, what would it be?

I don’t think it’s possible to grasp the complexities of Turkey in one single book, but there are a few books that I find very enlightening in assessing contemporary Turkish politics and nation branding. I would suggest Another Empire?: A Decade of Turkey’s Foreign Policy Under the Justice and Development Party by Kerem Öktem, Mehmet Karlı and Ayşe Kadioğlu (Eds.); After Defeat: How the East Learned to Live With the West by Ayşe...

**What surprised you in the process of researching and editing your book?**

*Turkey’s Public Diplomacy* is a collaborative effort, which brings together discussions on Turkey’s interest in different parts of the world. One of the biggest surprises for me was to discover the abundant potential Turkey has in improving its public diplomacy practice. I think the scholarly discussions laid out in this volume can open up discussion in PD practice as well.

**What was the biggest challenge in editing your book?**

There were two challenges in editing this volume. The first was the organizational issues and making sure that the chapters flow in regards to the coverage of their topics. However, having an exceptional mentor and co-editor like Professor Philip Seib helped me facilitate the process of bringing together authors from diverse academic backgrounds and perspectives. The second challenge was the changing political climate in the Middle East, and sudden shifts in Turkey’s domestic and foreign policy issues. During the two years we worked on this project, there have been many important changes, which have been difficult to catch up with. Still, we covered many of these issues.
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The “Ethos Gap”: A Challenge or an Opportunity for Turkey’s Nation Brand?

By Senem Cevik

Public diplomacy scholars and practitioners frequently discuss the “say-do gap,” which refers to the discrepancy between discourse and actions. This discrepancy has an adverse effect on the credibility and legitimacy of a nation brand. A nation’s domestic political conduct and whether it can practice what it preaches are inherently correlated with its international reputation. Hence, domestic political conduct is inevitably at the center of a nation’s brand.

The say-do gap can be exacerbated by a moralistic and values-oriented foreign policy discourse that contradicts a country’s domestic engagements. Such a deficiency can be termed an “ethos gap,” which underlines
the disjuncture between stated values and the reality on the ground. Ethics, values, and morals-driven foreign policy undermines real-politik and puts a nation's domestic political actions in the limelight. Domestic political conduct is perhaps more meaningful in cases where the nation brand is based on an idealistic moral policy. An idealistic expectation is likely to undermine a realistic assessment of a nation brand. Hence, the discrepancy between the intended and the actual nation brand can send perplexing messages to foreign audiences.

Over the past few years, Turkey has been attempting to craft its nation brand on global humanitarian values. Key points in the Turkish foreign policy framework have been justice, equal representation rights, political inclusiveness, support for regional political demands, and global governance. Turkish policy makers have been positing Turkey as a values-driven nation in pursuit of global governance. Turkey's inconsistency in applying universal human rights, both domestic and international, is contradictory to Turkey's humanitarian discourse. While the Turkish response to the Palestinian plight has been informed by an Islamic point of view, it has failed to fully embrace the universal humanitarian aspect of the tragedy. Although Turkey has been a vocal promoter of peace and justice in Gaza and in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, its approach to Darfur has been far less critical or outspoken. This same inconsistency—perhaps stemming from historic anxieties around partition—appeared in its initial hesitancy to engage with the Kurdish region in Syria during the siege of ISIL/DAESH. In addition, the limited expression of concern on similar domestic issues also contradicts the ethos-based nation brand crafting. Quite often, the plight of fellow Muslims in other parts of the world hold center stage in Turkish political discourse, while similar local issues are downplayed. A similar, ethical response towards domestic cases would consolidate Turkey's foreign policy discourse on conscience.

The second area of Turkey’s ethos gap is in relation to the Kurdish question and the confrontations with Armenians and Alevi – longstanding conflicts inherited from the Ottoman Empire. These disputes influence Turkey’s global reputation and challenge the vision of its highly idealistic values-driven foreign policy discourse. Recognizing the importance of seeking resolutions to these concerns, Ankara initiated the Kurdish reconciliation process two years ago. Despite occasional setbacks, Turkey is dedicated to the peace process, with significant strides being made on the cultural and political front in regards to the Kurdish question. In addition, the Armenian opening was initiated with the persistent efforts of the AK Party government and is based primarily on cultural heritage conservation, such as returning confiscated land and properties, support of minority institutions, and the renovation of churches. For the first time in 99 years, Turkey has participated in an official liturgy by the Istanbul Armenian Patriarchate.

Yet there is still an unaddressed ethical predicament facing Turkish-Armenian relations post-2015. Turkey’s vocal position on Israel’s crimes against Palestinians and liberal use of the word “genocide” to describe the degree of violence of Israeli operations against Gaza discredits the state’s own approach vis-à-vis the Armenians. Similarly, Turkey’s historical participation in oppressing its Alevi population in the Dersim, Tunceli, and Sivas atrocities and through the lingering discriminatory discourse in the political and social spheres constitutes a fundamental societal question, which needs to be answered. The Sunni character of the state religious structure has long caused discontent amongst the Al-
evi population. In attempts to bridge this gap, the AK Party administration has held meetings with various representatives of the Alevi community, but with minimal legislative progress or commitment. The socio-political prejudice against the Alevi population persists in Turkey and Turkish political rhetoric, all of which makes the government’s position hard to manage and impossible for it to gain traction. Ultimately, deconstructing these key historical issues is vital in Turkey’s search for a pluralistic society. Ironically, the ethos gap manifests itself not in what the state apparatus does, because it has improved its policy. It is, in fact, the rhetoric of what the political elite and/or bureaucrats say at times that discredits Turkey’s progress.

The third area in relation to the ethos gap is the contemporary domestic limitations on human rights, freedoms, and the rule of law. Issues surrounding the interpretation of freedoms have negatively affected the national image of Turkey in the Western imagination and have raised concerns regarding its democratic credentials. The government’s exercise of control over social and print media—such as the short-term Twitter bans—has also furthered these concerns. The Gezi Park protests, unsettled corruption allegations against the government, and charges against the Gülenist formation infiltrating into the state have prompted an increasingly polarizing political rhetoric. Prosecuting violence against women and hate speech have not improved Turkey’s standing either. Mass discontent over interference in the lifestyle of Turkish citizens’ choices has also contributed to a discrepancy between discourse and implementation of basic human rights.

Turkey’s domestic policy and foreign affairs are intertwined and are both heavily influenced by political rhetoric. The discrepancy between these yields an ethos gap, exemplified by a domestic political rhetoric which undermines policy through rhetoric that eschews the global in favor of the national. This gap sends mixed messages to global audiences in regards to Turkey’s nation brand.

Recognition of the ethos gap and the adoption of a liberal democratic tradition will likely eliminate the gap’s adverse effects and become an opportunity for Turkey to consolidate the ethos component of its nation brand. Narrowing the discrepancy between rhetoric and action rests on refining foreign policy. Further, narrowing the ethos gap will help facilitate Turkey’s efforts in establishing itself as a niche actor in humanitarian diplomacy efforts. Traditionally, diplomatic efforts should be guided by the notion of practicing what one preaches. In the Turkish context, it is more of a matter of preaching what it practices and furthering its practices to complement the humanitarian and ethical nation brand. Despite the challenges and opportunities posed by Turkey’s ethos gap, global hypocrisy on moral and ethical issues undermines the ability for other nations to evaluate or judge Turkey on moral grounds. Nevertheless, it is up to Turkish policy makers to find a balance between an idealistic discourse and policy implementation in the process of nation branding.
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Making the Geopolitical Connections: Turkey and China in Syria

By Shaun Riordan

The former British Prime Minister Harold MacMillan once commented that the most difficult thing about politics was “events, dear boy, events.” Events can be helpful or unhelpful coincidences for statesmen. No one would suggest that Russia was in any way related to the Paris attacks. Nevertheless it has played out well for Putin as Hollande has sought to involve Russia as a key member of the coalition against Islamic State. The Kiev government’s relationship to the attacks that cut off electrical supplies to the Crimea is more ambiguous. However, the Ukrainian government is increasingly concerned that Russia will leverage its role in Syria to secure a beneficial deal on the Ukraine. Stressing the costs of Russia’s occupation of the Crimea, and reminding the West of Russia’s nefarious role there, certainly suits Kiev’s purpose. Likewise, Turkey may not have shot down the Russian fighter for geopolitical purposes, but it will take advantage of the incident to put a spoke in any Western rapprochement with Russia (and Iran) over Syria.

The West needs to engage seriously with Turkey. Turkey looks to be the major loser in any settlement of the Syrian (and Iraqi) crisis. Turkey’s major regional rival, Iran, will probably end its international isolation and gain influence. Turkey’s Syrian allies will be marginalized. Turkey’s declared enemy Assad may survive for a while, and at worst will enjoy a comfortable retirement. Most crucially the Kurds will secure a de facto if not de jure state. Erdogan is increasingly authoritarian and increasingly mistrustful of the West. Turkey, rejected by the EU, marginalized in the Middle East, with a failing economy and internal political instability, risks becoming another destabilizing factor in the Middle East. The West, and especially Europe, must pose the question “what does Turkey get out of the defeat of ISIS,” and find a convincing answer.
Ignoring Turkey’s interests will be dangerous. Turkey no more wants a direct conflict with Russia than Russia wants one with Turkey. But Turkey does have a convenient proxy war at hand in the frozen conflict over Nagorno Karabakh. Azerbaijan has spent the last few years using its oil money to build up its military with a view to retaking Nagorno-Karabakh from Armenia. But the collapse in oil prices has hit its economy and the window of opportunity for a successful military operation may be closing.

A Turkish-encouraged Azeri attack on the enclave would force Moscow to choose between Yerevan and Baku (so far Moscow has guaranteed Armenia’s security while hedging its bets by selling weapons to Azerbaijan). For Turkey this could be a low risk option. But if Moscow is seen to support Christian Armenia against Muslim and Turkic Azerbaijan it could have serious implications for Moscow’s position elsewhere in Central Asia, and the Middle East. At the very least, it would put serious strains on the Eurasian Economic Community. Nagorno Karabakh could be a conflict too many for Putin and the Russian military.

The Ukraine is less geopolitically challenging for the West than Turkey. There is little prospect of Russia returning the Crimea. This makes it all the more important to secure a good deal for the rump Ukraine, which guarantees not only its borders and security, but also its economic and financial stability. If Putin wants sanctions lifted, then he must still pay a price, in the form of guaranteed security for Ukraine and the other former Soviet Republics in Russia’s Western Near-Abroad. Europe has its own leverage over Russia. It must not give the game away in exchange for Russian support against Islamic State.

China’s role in the geopolitical nexus has been underestimated. Only Merkel invoked China to put pressure on Putin over the Ukraine. Otherwise the West, led by the Obama Administration, has seemed determined to drive Russia and China together into an anti-Western embrace. China’s direct relevance in Syria may be limited. But it too has declared war on Islamic State after the decapitation of a Chinese hostage and has its own jihadist problems in Xinjiang.

Like the British Empire before WWI, the U.S. is ambivalent about its superpower role. But this ambivalence generates a loss of confidence among allies and uncertainty among rivals.

Tensions increase as regional rivals seek to re-calibrate their security assumptions. In 1914 uncertainty about British intentions was a factor in the outbreak of WWI. In 2015 Obama’s indecision has allowed Putin’s irruption into Syria and may yet cede leadership of the anti-Islamic State coalition. This would have serious implications for the future of both NATO and the EU. The main lesson to be drawn from Macmillan’s preoccupation with “events” is the need to be adaptable, but within the framework laid down by a coherent narrative that prevents the statesman being constantly blown-off course by events. In the U.S., such narrative frameworks are called Grand Strategy, which brings us back to the inability of the West any more to do strategy.
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The Rise of NGOs: Islamic Faith Diplomacy

By Senem Cevik

Non-government PD is an essential part of the new public diplomacy. The rise of Turkish relief NGOs is owed to increasing economic development, a flourishing democratic sphere, and growing foreign policy ambitions. Currently the most popular and active relief NGOs in Turkey have Islamic roots and are active in the country’s policymaking and soft power.

BACKGROUND

The evolution of Turkish NGOs dates back to the early 1990s, a time when the military still had an overwhelming influence on politics. During that period, Turkey experienced political turmoil symbolizing a buildup of decades-long friction between Islamist and secularist groups. As a consequence, politics or parties with Islamic tendencies had minimal power in the state system, so they built grassroots organizations to establish political and economic power. The rise of relief NGOs in Turkey therefore corresponds with the containment of Islamic movements in the socio-political sphere and their re-emergence in contemporary Turkish politics. Their prominence on the global scene today can be credited to Turkey’s economic progress, foreign policy ambitions and to the rising demand from Muslim and non-Muslim communities in Africa who have felt that their resources have been exploited in the past by colonialists. This public perception and mistrust towards Western organizations has been providing a safe-haven for Turkish faith-based NGOs, underscoring the role religion plays in public diplomacy.
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FAITH-BASED BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

First, I’d like to discuss the faith-based business organizations that have a stronghold in Turkey’s proactive foreign policy before delving into the faith-based NGOs. Turkish NGOs that are actively involved in economic development and foreign policy predominantly have a conservative characteristic, but it would be an overstatement to call them Islamic. With the introduction of liberal economic policies in the mid 1980s and early 90s, and with the rise of the current AK Party government, NGOs have found a more fertile ground to expand their influence.

Business organizations, have almost been acting as diplomats improving bilateral economic, commercial, and social ties since the 90s. MÜSİAD (Independent Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s Association) was established in 1990 to serve as a counter to the older establishment TÜSİAD (Turkish Industry and Business Association d. 1971). TÜSİAD represents the older, traditional secular Turkish establishment, while MÜSİAD represents a more Islamic conservative background, which is occasionally dubbed the ‘Anatolian Tigers’ or the rising economic powerhouse of conservative Anatolian capitalists. MÜSİAD now serves in 60 countries at 143 locations, many of these being in Africa and Asia. Another organization, TUSKON (Turkish Confederation of Businessmen and Industrialists), having close ties to the Hizmet/Gülen movement, was established in 2005 and has four international offices with various business ventures in Africa. TÜSİAD’s few international offices are mainly located in Europe and one in China.

Even the location of foreign offices of more recent business associations is an indication of how the new Turkish foreign policy and businesses are interrelated. Both MÜSİAD and TUSKON have played a key role in developing Turkey’s economic and diplomatic ties with Africa. ‘Anatolian Tigers’ or the new bourgeoisie are influencing foreign policy by their economic engagement, becoming key denominators of Turkey’s foreign policy. Hence, these NGOs are playing a central role in Turkish foreign policy, illustrating how a shift in domestic power can impact foreign policy.

It can be argued that the presence of business NGOs in the African continent and increasing trade volume have had a catalyzing effect on the expansion of the Turkish diplomatic corps in countries where Turkey previously had no representation. To illustrate, by 2013 the total number of embassies and consulates reached 35 and the total trade volume exceeded $12 million by the end of 2012.[j]

TURKEY’S FAITH-BASED NGOs: A NEW FOREIGN POLICY TOOL

Together with the AK Party’s multilateral foreign policy approach, the faith-based NGOs have become one of the key players in shaping Turkish policies. NGOs have highlighted a new instrument in Turkey’s foreign-policy toolkit, humanitarian aid and development assistance.

Several of the most active NGOs in this category are İHH, Cansuyu, Deniz Feneri, and Kimse Yok Mu. These organizations are involved in offering emergency assistance and relief work domestically while also expanding their visibility on the global scene, predominantly in Africa, Asia and the Middle East. Besides emergency relief, they provide the tools for self-sustainability such as agricultural projects, workshops for women, crafts and various other instruments to make a living that aims to diminish the dependency on foreign assistance. Besides these long-term aid incentives, the faith based NGOs provide development aid such as building roads, water wells, hospitals and schools that create a more progressive infrastructure as well as building long-term relationships with those communities in need.

The work of these faith-based NGOs focuses on goodwill and charity, giving utmost importance to the notion of benevolence, a main tenet of Islam. It can therefore be argued that the NGOs build on the sacred trust inherent in benevolence, enhancing the social credibility of these organizations within Turkey and within host societies.

With the advantage of a narrative that slants towards a faith-based understanding of goodwill and benevo-
lence, these NGOs have become mobilizers of domestic civic engagement as well as one of Turkey’s main PD actors.

Indeed, faith-based NGOs have dominated the civic engagement sphere particularly with the rise of the ruling AK Party, reflecting the drive for social inclusion amongst conservative circles. Their support base has expanded as has their sphere of global influence and market penetration, in harmony with Turkey’s aim to become a global actor in humanitarian assistance and humanitarian diplomacy.

One could argue that faith-based NGOs have found fertile ground to expand their power domestically as well as their activities internationally due to the convergence of Turkey’s foreign policy ambitions and domestic shifts in the representation and re-emergence of Islam within the political sphere. The support base for these NGOs indicates conservatism in businesses linked with MÜSİAD and TUSKON as well as devout Muslims, indicating a visible connection between conservative businesses, pious masses and humanitarian assistance. Hence, faith-based NGOs have become convenient tools of policy-making and strengthening the dimension of the active foreign policy.

The Human Rights and Aid Organization (İHH) which received global recognition with the Mavi Marmara flotilla incident, is an example of the interaction between politics and faith-based NGOs. Ever since, faith-based organizations have been included in the decision-making process and in mediation efforts in conflict regions.

These NGOs have also demonstrated their impact on Turkey’s foreign policy priorities in the case of Somalia, where faith-based NGOs rushed to help Somalians facing famine and disease at the height of the 2011 drought crisis. Shortly after the efforts of NGOs, the Turkish government also took steps towards recognizing the Somali tragedy and gained the upper hand in doing so. As a result, Turkey got involved in peace-building efforts in the Somali conflict.

As such, Turkey’s humanitarian assistance has become part of its foreign policy toolkit and a way to draw global attention to humanitarian causes. While its faith-based NGOs can be categorized as faith driven organizations they do not cultivate a particular faith. The irrefutable connection between faith-based NGOs, conservative business and policy, calls into question whether these civic engagement initiatives can be entirely considered as non-government initiatives or faith-driven organizations that have the blessing of the policy makers.

The ultimate dilemma of NGOs and their connections with governments has always been a global issue and it
remains the same for faith-based NGOs. Nonetheless, as supranational entities, Turkish faith-based NGOs have so far succeeded in not only providing a substantial amount of global assistance but also in harnessing a positive image in recipient countries, strengthening Turkey’s soft power and serving as agents of public diplomacy.
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Turkey’s Foreign Aid: Who is the Target Audience?

By Mehmet Evren Eken

At a panel on Turkish soft power which took place at the 2015 International Studies Association conference, panel discussant James Pamment addressed Turkey’s foreign aid policy, asking why a foreign aid receiver country would itself distribute large amounts of foreign aid? Is Turkey simply redistributing the foreign aid it receives, or is it aiding countries in need out of benevolence steeped in the Ottoman tradition? Further, as panel chair Philip Seib asked, why is Turkey seeking soft power at all, particularly through the distribution of aid? Is this longing for soft power something the government wants, or something citizens want?

One of the best answers to such a question can be framed through Zarakol’s comparative study on the processes of 19th century empires’ falls from power and grace in international politics. Countries like Turkey, Japan, and Russia, inheriting nation-state territorialities while clinging to their imperial identities, become hypersensitive about their status in world politics. One might suggest they miss their “once upon a time in international politics, we were the ones calling the shots” narrative, and have a collective desire for revived global power and visibility.

In this regard, it can be argued that drawing upon such narrative sensitivities, a foreign policy asset can very easily be turned into a domestic policy tool in those countries; hence in Turkey, a positive national government image in international politics can impress Turkish society by tapping into its soft spots. In that sense, the question of why Turkey has a desire for soft power should focus on functionality and audience issues to understand the mastermind behind the Turkish soft power, or the lack thereof. Does Turkey desire soft power for its functionality in its grand strategy, or primarily for tapping into the collective soft spots of
Turkish society?

Certainly, apart from the debilitating last two years, Turkish soft power has risen and shined during the last decade and this international visibility is well received by the Turkish society. Despite the fame of Turkish soap operas, which are being aired in countries varying from Brazil to Greece, to Georgia and Libya, and several other tools producing attraction towards Turkey, the main reference of a changing Turkish foreign policy discourse has continued to be seen through foreign humanitarian aid campaigns. However, why does Turkish government have a certain predilection for humanitarian aid, while there are less costly cultural assets?

As the ruling party members do not approve and publicly criticize the contents of these nearly world-famous soap operas for being morally degenerate, the government had to find an alternative image supporting its publicly acclaimed conservative position. Therefore, humanitarian aid campaigns seemed more favorable and culturally appropriate.

Unlike the Turkish image conveyed in soap operas, humanitarian aid campaigns are fitting in nicely to the “independent, influential, well-respected, generous and benevolent” image the conservative government promised to its voters. As a result, Turkey preferred to devise humanitarian aid campaigns to boost its soft power and has continuously ranked among the top three donor countries in recent years.

By questioning whether Turkish soft power is meant to appease “domestic soft spots or international soft power aims,” I mean to suggest that one of the aims of the aid is not so much to improve international relationships as to improve domestic relations within the Turkish population. Much of the focus and media attention towards the aid seems to be domestically focused, rather than outward towards an international audience.

As a result, Turkey’s global humanitarian aid campaigns are continuously broadcast to domestic audiences, assuring them that their country will soon be a major power again. On the other hand, despite the high amount of aid the country gives, Turkey has not drawn enough attention to rise to international fame as a donor country.

A recent article which appeared in the Cambridge Review of International Affairs, titled “Emerging donors: the promise and limits of bilateral and multilateral democracy promotion,” might shed light on this issue. The article was primarily about India, Brazil, and South Africa’s foreign aid, leaving out any discussion of Turkey’s aid programs. Another article appeared in the same journal in 2012, with the authors referring to Turkey only in passing as one of the emergent donor countries along with South Korea, Mexico, Chile, and Venezuela. Although Turkey is not the only country increasing its humanitarian aid, it is crucial to question why international discussion of Turkey’s aid programs is minimal, while Turkey’s internal media continuously discusses the impacts and outcomes of its aid. Hence, one might ask, is the soft power boosting policy Turkey devised through its generous foreign aid worth the heavy financial cost to a country which is itself a recipient of foreign aid?

In the past few years, Turkey has taken upwards of two million Syrian refugees into the country and provided large quantities of aid to them as well. Aid to Syrian refugees has increased the overall humanitarian aid Turkey gives each year and this spending is seemingly aimed at increasing Turkey’s soft power internationally, and regionally with the Middle East. Often we in Turkey hear ideas from major media outlets about supporting the Middle East based on shared culture and religion, or a shared historical Ottoman legacy.

These questions are of particular importance while Turkey is experiencing some stagnation in the development of its diplomacy. Although critical in tone and perhaps reductive in its examples, this piece is meant to stimulate discussion around a critical question for Turkey’s future. If we want to make Turkey’s soft power more inclusive and attractive in the future at the international level, we must ask what the returns are from current attempts at increasing soft power.
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Turkey at Expo Milan

CPD traveled to Milan’s 2015 World Expo to explore the convergence of soft power on this major world stage. Curated below are some images and a highlight video of the Turkish pavilion. You can experience World Expo Milan in 360° virtual reality here.